UGBC:

Time

for

By Patrick Thornton

The Constitutional Convention of 1968,
where the present UGBC constitution was
written, formulated a document that of itself
was powerless. The principle objective of the
Convention was to replace the fragmented,
limited governments that populated BC at the
time, such as the separate Dorm Council and
Commuter Council. In its final form, UGBC
was designed to be a consolidated liason
between the administration and students.
In the context of the time, when campus unrest and student rights were still forming, the
Constitution of 1968 was a major triumph. It
represented the power of negotiation, and
served BC students, for the first time, as a unified force representing their interests. It was

a Structural

a beginning.
Those who originally took command of
UGBC built on this beginning, and molded
the government into a university power, undisputably recognized as the students' voice.
The secret to their success was, in part, due to
the war issue relevant to all students in the
late 60's and early 70's, but its underlying
strength was that the people who held the important positions, like Tim Anderson,
dedicatedtheir time and energies to what they
believed. Their desire to become involved
transformed a powerless document into a
governmeni that worked.
The situation of the 60's has been duly
recorded in history; it no longerexists and has
not been replaced. A problem facing un-

Update

dergraduate government at BC has been its
inability to mobilize the students for a common goal. This gap in direction has been
amplified by a series of less vigorous
presidential administrations, less dedicated to
involvement and who have become less hesitant to buck the system or create controversy.
With this tendency to conform, the government has lost its position as the student voice;
as a consequence, the powerless nature of the
Constitution has become painfully evident.
The glory days of student activism may
have retired from the campus forever, and being a product of that time, the UGBC
mechanism as defined by the Consitution of
1968 may no longer best serve the type of in(continued on page 61
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Monan Announces Final Newton Plans
by Joan Quinlan

Baled
I'ci r

John

Law School Dean Richard Huber (from left to right), University President J. Donald Monan,

S.J., and Dean of Admissions John Maguire presented the final plans for the utilization of
Newton College at a press conference in Barat House, at Newton, last Monday.

BC

to

By Andrea

University President J. Donald Monan announced definite plans for the utilization of
Newton College and further plans to ease the
transition of the Newton college community
into BC, at a press conference last Monday.
He officially confirmed that the law school
will reside at Newton next year, along with a
"distinctive undergraduateprogram.' Monan
also announced the creation of the Newton
Faculty Fellowship which will provide a two
year tenure at BC for all senior Newton faculty who have been at Newton for ten years or
more, and who fulfill specified conditions.
The decision to move the law school was
made, according to Monan, to "provide the
law school with library, classroom and office
facilities fully appropriate to the high level of

Comply with EPA Parking Cutback

Lichota

Carpooling, new bus routes, including
intra-campus bus service, and the banning
of sophomore resident parking are among
the proposals the university will be considering this week, in order to comply with
the Environmental Protection Agency mandate, which calls for a 25% reduction of
single-passenger cars on campus. The university is also considering such measures as
the building of 'comfort-stations,' the installation of an escalator between middle
and lower campus, and the installation of
sophisticated security mechanisms in the
parking lots.
The EPA regulation will be met in part by
carpooling. Since students have no standard
class hours which wouldbe concucivetocarpooling, employees, whose hours are more
regular, will then be encouraged to form
carpools. For this purpose, the Gasson
parking lot, containing one hundred forty
spaces, will be reserved. Daly stated that
this measure would at a minimum reduce
the number of people arriving in cars by one
hundred forty.
Another measure designed to meet the
EPA quota will be to encourage the use of
public transportation. Since the public
transportation terminals are inconveniently
located from the campus, the Newton bus
route will be extended to the Riverside
trolley station. Dimilarly, the Cleveland
Circle bus route will include among its
slops, the Cleveland Circle bus terminal. In
addition, the Washington St. line will be
reopened and transportation from the
Longwood line will be supplied.
Ideally, Daly hopes to work with the
metropolitan service of mass transit to get
additional bus service to the Newton and
Chestnut Hill campuses.
Other plans for next year include the

enlargement of the shuttle bus service to
facilitate intra-campus movement.
Construction will soon begin on a bus terminal which is to be located' on College
Road, across from Lyons Hall. The terminal will allow four buses to park off the
road and will include a comfort station ac-

comodating eighty people. A central staircase running down to the McElroy parking
lot will also be built. In addition to this,
plans for the installation of an escalator to
connect lower and middle campus are also
being reviewed.
(Continued on page 111

Monan Feels Women's Task
Force "Not Appropriate"
By Mary Frances

Budzik

University President J. Donald Monan
has "decided that to establish a Task Force
(on women's affairs) would be inappropriate." Monan told The Heights, "I
wasn't convinced that there were enough
problems" for the Task Force to deal with.
Monan explained his decision by saying,
"I talked to a large variety of personages
and as a result some very genuinequestions
have arisen as to whetherwe're dealingwith
the sort of problems a Task Force is able to
resolve. I don't like to do 'make work types
of things.'
Monan had told The Heights in midJanuary that he would establish a committee by the end of that month that would
determine the problems of women at BC
and develop a means for women to make
their "unique contribution" to society.
Questioned about alternatives to a Task
Force, Monan said "Many issues can be
dealt with from an administrative point of
view, such as lighting and better
gynecological care. The relatively neweractivities, such.as the Women's Center, could
resolve what people see as problems." When
nsked if he felt a women's studies program

should be implemented. Monan replied that
he felt such decisions should be made by
departments.
According to Monan, there was no
specific person or group who influenced his
decision, "It was the over-view-; I talked to
students, faculty and administrators."
Monan also spoke concerning his former
statement that he would like to see an effort
on behalf of women that emphasized 'diversity.' "It is certainly my observation that a
great deal of the movement that one sees has
a tremendous emphasison the equality and
sameness of men and women. While 1 think
that equality is extremely important, I
would hope that it would be an established
thing and we could emphasize the differentiation of talents and contributions that each
can make.
In response to MonanS actions concerning the proposed Task Force. Jessie
Brewster of the Women's Center noted.
"We talked to him two weeks ago and
presented a written list of suggestions for :i
Task Force I would like an explanation of
how things are going to gel done without

...

one."

achievement that our Law School has attained."
The relocation of the law school to the
Newton campus should be completed by fall
1975. At this time Boston College is in the
process of engaging an architect to determine
the physical alternatives that will have to be
made to the Newton plant. The reconstruction of the faculty offices, the construction of
moot and appelate courts, and mini
alterations in the library w,ill be necessary.
The distinctive undergraduate program
which will be a co-tenant on the Newton campus will not begin until January 1976. A
committee chaired by Paul Doherty, chairman of the English department, has been
formed to develop the structure of the
program. However, at this time, Monan sees
the program as an intensive semester or a
freshman year experience. Until the program
begins, the dormitories at Newton will be
used by present Newton students who wish to
remain there, approximately 200 students
taking the philosophy departments Perspectives program, and other BC students.
Along with offering the two year term to
the approximately ten Newton faculty who
will qualify, Monan also issued "an invitation
to members of the Order (of the Sacred
Heart) on a national basis, to make
applications for teaching positions that
become available at Boston College. Monan
did this in order, "To acknowledgerespectfully the contributions of the Religious of the
Sacred Heart to higher education, and to
enrich the University's own education enterprise with their tradition..."
Monan also mentioned that BC will make
efforts to insure that secretarial and clerical
people (at Newton) will be able to find
positions at BC.
The vacated St. Thomas More building will
go through a transitional period next year.
The exact use of the building, according to
Monan "is yet to be planned. However, we
expect to use the library first and foremost"
for an undergraduate study facility. Monan
said that over the course of the 1975-75
academic year St. Thomas More "will most
likely" be created into a center for the fine
arts. Next year, however, studio art -will remain on the Newton campus.
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through April 30. The meetings
Prof Silas Wu's class in 20th century
China will present a movie on are organizational in purpose but
modern China entitled China: The are flexible to answer questions
Revolution Revisited 12pm, from people attending the
meeting. They are open to all
Murray Conference room, all invited
members of the BC community.
Folk Dance 6:3opm, Resident StuRefreshments available.
dent Lounge, all welcome
The Marketing Academy is sponSeaboard Surety - interviewing for soring .1. Sheldon Caras, Vice
President of Marketing Services
underwriting positions
Aetna Life & Casualty - interfor New England Life. He will
speak on "Advertising and
viewing for sales, claims, unMarketing Services in a Service
derwriting
KW Woolworth Co. - interviewing Oriented Firm" and "How to
for management trainees
prepare for a career in marketing"
WZBC Eagle's Eye
4:lspm, Fulton 412
General Cinema Corp president Information Forum: The Energy
Alexander Tanger formerly with Crisis and Nuclear Power open
WHGH TV will speak 1:30 in TV free to the public, Higgins 307,
news and Public Affairs Class,
4:15
Campion Basement TV Studio
Women's Resource Center general
meeting, McElroy 213, 3pm

NEWS
BRIEFS
Monday, March 10
Fine Arts Dept. presents the film
Pioneers of Modern Painting.

7pm, Higgins 304
314 Forum presents Barry
Bluestone, 4-6pm, refreshments,
314 Hammond St.
History Dept. film. Over There
4&7pm, McGuinn Aud.
Mendel Club presents Careers in
Health Science, 6:3opm, Higgins
307
Mendel Club presents Alternative
March 12
Careers Night, 3:lspm, Higgins Wednesday,
262, 265, 266, 267
WZBv" News Spectrum 7pm, guests
Innovative Nursing presents a panel are presidential candidates Sen
discussion on Men in Nursing, 7:30 Lloyd Bentson of Texas and
to 9:3opm, Haley House, 314 former Gov. Jimmy Carter of
Hammond St.
Georgia
F.lectronic Data Systems - interTuesday, March 11
viewing MBA candidates
History Dept. presents Over There History Dept. Film All Quiet 4pm,
McGuinn Aud. and Grand Illusion
4&7pm, McGuinn Aud.
History Dept. presents All Quiet on 7pm, McGuinn Aud
the Eastern Front, 4pm, Devlin Karate Huh meeting. 4pm Resident
Student lounge
008 and 7pm Higgins 307
PIRG meeting 6:3opm McElroy 114 Informal Seminar on the Philosophy
Gold Key meeting 7pm, McGuinn of Modern Science sponsored by
3rd
Undergraduate Philosophy
English Dept. presents John Munley,
Caucus. Rein Uritam of the
Physics Dept and Patrick Byrne of
7pm, Fulton 412
Campus Crusade for Christ meeting, the Philosophy Caucus will speak,
McGuinn 3rd floor lounge. 3:30
7pm, Carney 3, 7, 9, 106
French Club, Les Marronniers wine and cheese
The Homophile Union will hold
7:3opm, O'Connell
Intramural Hockey Finals McHugh weekly meetings on Wed. at Bpm
in McGuinn I 17 from now
4:3opm

As one response to

THE WORLD FOOD CRISIS
The World Hunger Committee
here at Boston College
is compiling a

COOKBOOK
We Invite BC Students
to join us in our endeavor
We welcome all meatless recipes as well as practical tips on
buying and preparing nutritious and economical meals.

Submit by hand or mail to:
World Hunger Committee
McElroy Rm. 215
Boston College
Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02167
WE HOPE TO HAVE THE BOOK READY FOR DISTRIBUTION
17.
APRIL
ON
FOOD
DAY

Thursday, March 13
3pm,
World Hunger meeting
Gasson 314
UGBC Food Committee meeting,
3:3opm, McElroy I 14
WZBC General meeting 4pm, Resident Student Lounge
History Dept. film King and Country 4-6pm, Murray Conference
Room and Grand Illusion 4 &
7pm, McGuinn Aud
Activities Funding Committee
meeting spm, McElroy 141
Yoga with Steffi Shapiro, 7pm,
Campion Faculty lounge
Ken Durand presents Sweet Charity
sponsored by UGBC Cultural
Committee, Bpm in Campion
Aud. Tickets $1 ticket table in
Eagles Nest or at the door. Also
Friday and Saturday
Gerard Matursa presents readings
from his poetry, 7:30 O'Connell
Steve Fisher-Paulist Center beginning to organize Hunger March of
April 20, St. Joseph's Chapel, 3pm
Holy Hour every Thursday 7pm, St.
Mary's Chapel, Includes ... the
Rosary, Shared Meditation,
Private Meditation and Benediction. All are welcome.
Young Republicans will be holding a
meeting Hillside 851 Bpm. Any
questions call Art or Patrick 964-4378
Defense Contract Audit Agency - interviewing Accounting majors for
auditing positions
Electronic Data Systems - interviewing for systems engineer
development program and operation development program
Chase Manhatten Bank - interviewing any college major for
several positions
Grand opening of the International
Festival 12 members of BC band
will be on dustbowl. Anyone who
would like to join us is welcome

RACIAL
\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0%fc.

History

Dept.

King

film

and

Country 4 & 7pm, Higgins 307
Black Weekend Spinners in concert,
Bpm Robert's Center

Marx Brother's short Incredible
Jewel Thief and Viva Max also
Saturday
WZBC The Voice 7:30
Representative from Loyola Univ. in
Rome will talk to students interested in spending I or 2
semesters abroad. McGuinn sth
floor lounge. 9am-llam. Sponsored by Junior Year Abroad
PULSE Racial Awareness
Workshop

Saturday, March 15
WZBC BBC Science 7pm
Perspectives on 3rd World Women
I:3opm McGuinn Aud.
O'Connell Middlemarch Ball Bpm-2am. O'Connell, Admission by
ticket only
PULSE Racial Awareness Weekend
(Sat. 9am-B:3opm and Sun 9am-spm) The workshop is being conducted under the guidance of Dr.
Earl McNeil of BU working with
a staff of black and white
professional trainers. Participants
will be able to explore and examine their personal values, attitudes and feelings toward
members of a differenct race;
What part prejudices, fears and
stereotypes play in one's own
racial experience. The workshop
will enable participants to share
the respective meanings of the
black experience an of the white
experience. The movement of the
workshop is toward a common
disclosure seeking beginning
solutions to racial conflict. Direct
questions to the attention of
Richard Regan, PULSE Office,
McElroy 117.
Latin American Carnival with a 15
piece steel band from Trinidad.
Masquerade with prizes for best
costume. Bpm place to be announced.

Sunday, March 16

...

Irish Folk Music 2pm, Haley House
O'Connell Films, My Sweet Charity
and The Swimmer
Ali Akbar Khan, India's greatest
surod player will be giving a concert at 8pm MIT's Kresge Aud on
Mass. Ave. Advance tickets
available at Minuteman and
in McElroy
Soundscope stores and at the gate. Tickets are available
Ticket Center for the following:
the Boston Ballet productions of
Announcements
Hamlet, The Gershwin Year and
The GraduateStudent Association is The Abyss. Also available tickets
for the play The Member of the
Wedding now at the Shubert
Theatre. Tickets also for the Brief
Lives at the Wilbur and Odyssey
RACIAL AWARENESS
at the Colonial. Tickets for the
Accounting Academy raffle are
WHAT IS A RACIAL AWARNESS WORKSHOP?
.\u25a0.,.-(?'.s
4 frililu
.\ftiriwH
*<>i.
also available - first prize 15 cases
of Michelob. Tickets can also be
purchased for the Spinners.
t'iit'Htittt; T,/- -;.-, -,?-,-,), »-.-,.-;' :, .' .'.-.\u25a0
Small Claims Court Referral Service. Landlord and other rip-offs
WO M r'HT 9E INTERESTED IN ATTENDING
r.--j..,-* ./«,\u25a0,;».? .?;
up to $400 can be taken to Small
Claims Court without a lawyer.
Mass PIRG McElroy 118, M-F

'

BAB

J&

Friday, March 14

sponsoring a series of Saturday
Workshops on a variety of subjects related to education. The
workshops will be run through the
Workshop For Learning Things
Inc., a group of educators who are
presently in their 7th year of working with teachers and designing
learning things for classrooms
materials that arouse cunoustiy
and excitement. A description of
the nature of the workshops, along
with our schedule is available in
the Student Activities Office in
McElroy 141 or you can call at
ext. 2552.
The Fine Arts Department is sponsoring a film series entitled
Pioneers in Modern Painting. This
six part series is distributed by the
National Gallery of Art and
covers the life and work of six
leading artists of the late 19th and
early 20th centuries: Edouard
Money, Paul Cezanne, Claude
Money, George Seurat, Henri
Rousseau and Edvard Munch. The
films will be shown on consequent
Monday evenings in March and
April beginning at 7pm in
McGuinn Hall. The first film in
the series will be shown on March
10.
UAS Primary April 2 & 3, Final
April 9 & 10. Petitions and Rules
are available for the candidates.
Upward Bound Summer Jobs undergraduate and graduate students
interested in working for the BC
upward Bound Programintheposition of Tutor Counselor may obtain applications in McGuinn 433
or by Calling 969-0100 x560
Volunteers needed - the Mendel
Club's hospital and research
volunteer placement committee is
sponsoring a program in which BC
students will perform volunteer
services in Boston area hospitals.
Anyone interested contact the
Mendel Club office
Federal Summer Internships in
for unWashington DC
deergraduates with at least 60
credit hours and in the top third of
their class are now available. The
deadline for applications is March
21. Please contact David Cox at
the Career Planning and Placement Office at 36 College Rd. 969-0100 x 2671 or 2672
Students wanting information regarding International Student Identity
Cards and flights to Europe for
summer come to Student Activities Office, Tues, Thurs, Fri 11-2
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Nationwide Survey Finds
By Philip Wry

Major trends found in a
nationwide survey conducted by
Alexander W. Astin, professor of
higher education at the UCLA, and
Published in the Chronicle of Higher
Education, show that freshmen are
becoming more cautious and conservative in their attitudes and outlooks. The trend towards conservatism is evident in their political
views, their social and academic attitudes.
Today's freshmen are training for
careers in the applied sciences, such
as nursing and the health
professions while they are losing inHughes: 'Students want to be pragmatic terest in the physical sciences,
and still hold on to their ideals."
engineering, chemical and
biological research, and
mathematics.
Many freshmen women are
becoming involved in traditionally
masculine professions such as law,
business, and medicine while they
are turning away from traditionally
feminine occupations such as
teaching.
The overall percentage of
freshmen planning to become
teachers has declined steadily since
1966. Mr. Astin says"It was so low
in 1973, I thought it had to end
there, but it is still going down. In
1966 21.7 percent of all freshmen
Flanagan: 'Career preparation is not planned to be school teachers, in
what universities are all about."
1974 only 7.7 percent were interested in teaching.
Freshmen are becoming more
cautious in their political views, as
well. The survey shows that while
the percentage of freshmen who
themselves conservative
;or far right has not changed since
[Astin began his survey in 1966. A
:large percentage of freshmen have
amoved from the far left or
liberalism to the middle-of-the-road
iwhich Astin considers to be political
-withdrawal.
The number of student protests
ion college campuses have dwindled
considerably over the past seven
Fimian: 'I haven't seen any change in pre- years. The student demonstrationis
med students for IS years except that becoming a thing of the past. In
each year they
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have to work harder."

UAPC

Drawing Mixed
Review From Departments
By Ann Barry

Administrative and departmental
reactions to the recommendations
of the University Academic Planning Council report were mixed.
Chairpersons Robert Daly, S.J.
of Theology, Donald J. Plocke, S.J.
of Biology and Associate Dean of
Education, Mary Griffin, expressed
satisfaction with the report's
recommendations for their respective departments. Dean Albert
Kelley of the School of Management, however, reserved comment
until he could consult more people
in SOM and Psychology Chairperson Norman H. Berkowitz told the
Heights, "I am not satisfied with
it."
Fr. Donovan, chairperson of the
UAPC, told the Heights that certain plans were already underway,
and in some cases, already progressing, for the implementation of the
report. He said that he had made
lists of all specific recommendations
that these wouldbe sent to the deans
and chairpersons involved.
Fr. Monan related that the Board
of Trustees had viewed the report
and considered it, as he did, "one of
the most important documents to
come before them in a number of
years. I intend to see that we do not
lose the tremendous amount of
work that went into this."
Among the plans already underway, are the programs for improvement of instructional skills,
reactivation of the Council on
Liberal Education (CLE), which
will continue its examination of the
core curriculum, and those
programs making possible more

faculty research than currently exists.
Dean Kelley of SOM told the
Heights, "It would be inappropriate
for me to make any comment
relative to UAPC recommendations
for SOM reorganization until I
become familiar with the basis for
these recommendations." He did
say, however, that "We were
somewhat surprised by the UAPC
recommendations particularly since
SOM received high marks from an
accreditation visiting team which
spent three intensive days with us in
early December. At that time the
visiting team took special note of
the effectiveness and management
of SOM, commenting that it could
be used as a model for other
business schools."
Donovan called the SOM structure of five deans and seven department administrators "lavish," and
suggested that the accreditation
team "would never find fault with
something lavish. But would they
find fault with a minimization of
it?" He also noted that "the school
is moving in the direction that the
UAPC recommended." Monan indicated, however, that disputes involving the report would be
negotiated saying, "We'd like to
talk about it if there are any."
Reservation about the report
were also expressed by Chairperson
Berkowitz of Psychology. Of particular concern was the recommendation for review of the "viability"
of the department's doctoral
program. "We were stunned and
fairly demoralizedby it." Berkowitz
(Continued on page 10)
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'74-75 Freshmen Conservative

general freshmen thinking is moving
from radical and idealistic to
cautious and pragmatic.
Other trends in the annual survey
which is sponsored jointly by
UCLA and the American Council
on Education are:
1. A major decline in students
wishing to finance their own college
education.
2. A major decline in the number
of students who feel that marijuana
should be legalized.
3. A lessening involvement with
environmental pollution.
4. An increase in students who
feel that colleges should regulate
student publications.
5. An increase in students who
feel that colleges should be able to
control student activities off campus.
It appears that students are orientating their career goals away from
abstract, idealistic jobs to practical
jobs which provide solid financial
security.
Former dean of A&S, Dr.
Richard Hughes who was arrested
in a 1970 Vietnam war protest, feels
the economy has something to do
with the trends in student career
goals. Hughes says "Students see

that competition is fierce in the job
world so they chose practical jobs to
insure self-comfort."
He adds, "Self-fullness(sic) is
gone, it is almost that today's rampant merchandisism has pushed
aside communalism. Community is
going down the pipe."
Hughes notices a lack of involvement on the part of his students. He
feels that students do not want to go
out on a limb because they don't
want to risk getting hurt, since
"they saw their older brother and
sisters constantly getting hurt by
taking risks as in the war protests."
"The conservative Philosophy is a

protective philosophy. Students are
realizing that they must hold on to
what they have, because if they try
to change they may lose these things

which are very frail. What we have
is a protective syndrome
developing."
Hughes comments, "The idea of
pragmatism is that the only things
worth doing should pay off. I think
students want to be pragmatic and
still hold on to their ideals. But
pragmatism becomes a fog which
swallows up idealism. Pragmatism
is an unattractive Philosophy and it

has the power to devour more handsome idealistic philosophies. It
would be great if students could
practice the idea of communal
pragmatism in which they could be
practical but still hold onto their
ideals."
In short, Professor Hughes feels
that colleges are getting dull and unactive, he says,"It seems as if we
went from the dullness of the fifties
to the exciting sixties and now into
dullness in the seventies."
Astin's poll showed that more
freshmen are going into PreMed not
because they want to become doctors but because they want the comfort of being a doctor. Pre-Med advisor Dr. Walter Fimian, comments, "I don't feel that there is a
different attitude as far as motivation is concerned only as far as competition is concerned. I haven't seen
any change in pre-med students for
fifteen years except that each year
they realize that they have to work
harder than ever. Times have changed not student motives."
Fimian says that he doesn't think
students are more conservative
though they are more complecent.
"Students are more realistic in that
(Continued on page 111

Newton Faculty Appreciate Fellowships
By Leah Porcello

"This place was like a morgue,
but this turn of events has definitely
brightened up the atmosphere," was
the reaction of a member of the
Newton Collegefaculty, in response
to Father Monan's announcement
of the Fellowship Fund for some of
Newton'sfaculty. This program will
allow certain Newton teachers to
join the Boston College faculty for
two years.

The Fellowship Fund, formulated
by the Trustees of BC, is designed to
"recognize the committment of
teachers with long service to Newton," according to Margaret Dwyer,
assistant to Father Monan.
Candidates for "Newton Faculty
Fellows," as Newton staff atBC will
be titled, will be eligible to join the
BC faculty if they have a minimum
of ten years of fulltime teaching at
Newton, and if they hold a doctorate or an equivalent terminal
degree. The Fellowships will be ineffect for a Maximum of two years,
which will allowthe faculty member
time to search for another position.
"It is not automatic that those
eligible will be accepted by BC, as
they must also receive recommendations from President Whealon
and Father Donovan, Dean of
Faculties at BC," Miss Dwyer said.
The Newton College staff was officially notified of the Fellowship
Fund on Tuesday. By Wednesday
afternoon, reactions in the Faculty
Wing were strong, with most stating
that it was a positive, highly appreciated move on the part of the
BC administration.
However, only ten of the 42 fulltime professors can meet the
eligibility requirements. The rest,
along with 22 part-time teachers,
must now look for new positions in
the currently overloaded job
market.
One of those professors not eligible for the program. Dr. Edith
Durand, Economics Chairman, is
not personally concerned as she has
another job offer outside of the
teaching field. She believes that due
to the scarcity of jobs, this program
will "create time for the professors,
and many will probably take advantage of it." Reflecting the views of
others, she added that she "would
have preferred to see the whole
faculty incorporated into BC, if it
were possible."
Another member of the faculty
who is not eligible to stay on at BC.
and who has not found another job,
stated that "it is good for some, but
bad for others, such as me." This

professor, who asked to remain
anonymous, just missed the ten-year
requirement, yet he doesn't "hold a
grudge against BC."
"They are the ones in control
now, and I accept that. I don't feel
bad; rather, I'm optimistic for the
future." However, he believes that
some of the faculty are frustrated,
and some are very upset. "When BC
took over, there were expectations
that most of the faculty would be
offered jobs at BC, and now they are
bitter."
Expressing his frustration with
the eligibility requirement was Prof.
Robert Curran. He has been at
Newton longer than any other faculty member 20 years and he is chairman of the Philosophy Dept.
However, he does not have his doctorate and therefore will not be considered for a position at BC.
While stressing that the
Fellowship Fund is a "very good
thing, which renews my faith in the
Jesuits," Curran only wishes that he
could be incorporated into the BC
faculty also. "I love teachingcollege
students, and I would like to continue teaching for BC," Curran
said. He is currently teaching a core
course for BC and had hoped that
this would lead to a permanent position at BC.
Curran feels that he would have

Younger Poets
Series
Poet Gerard Malanga will be the
guest of the Stylus Younger Poets
Series on Thursday, March 13th at

8 P.M. in O'Connell Grand Hall.
Malanga is the winner of numerous
awards, among them the Gotham
Book Mart Avant-Garde Poetry
Prve, the Dylan Thomas Memorial

much to offer BC, since his classes
have always had a high enrollment,
although there was no philosophy
requirement. Curran, however,
must now begin searching for
another position.
A professor who is eligible for the
Fellowship Program is Dr. Edward
Kamoski, Philosophy. He expressed
"great appreciation to BC" for all
of those eligible, although he has not
decided if he will take advantage of
the offer.
"I must consider all of my options at this point," he said,
although he feels that many of those
eligible will accept BC's offer. He
believes that the program is "more
than a gesture, it is what I would
have expected from two institutions
who are merging, yet trying to retain the traditions of each."
Those professors eligible will be
offered positions for a maximum of
two years. During that time, they
will teach two or three courses per
semester in their field of interest,
and will be allowed time for
research. The Newton Faculty
Fellows will not officially be" considered BC faculty, and will not be
"competing for a slot in their
department." Rather, Miss Dwyer
said, they will be added "above and
beyond the full complement of
teachers in the department."
Poetry Prize, as well as grants from
the National Institute of Arts and
Letters and the American Film
Institute. The author of over twenty
volumes of poetry and chapbooks,
Malanga has had poems appear in
Partisan Review, The Paris Review,
The New Yorker, The Harvard Advocate, The Vale Literary
Magazine, Evergreen Review, and
Poetry, among others. No less a
figure than Robert Lowell has called Malanga "probably the most
promising and abundant of the
younger poets." Gerard Malanga's
reading promises to be a literary
event here at BC. Lovers of
language are urged to attend.'
Malanga's reading is one of a
limited number of readings by
younger poets sponsored by the
Stylus Editorial Board. The threepart series began with a reading by
BC alumnus Brendan Galvin in the
first semester. An as yet undetermined poet will appear in April to
round out the bill. In addition,
Stylus continues to sponsor open
poetry readings throughout the
academic year. A new issue of
Stylus is expected to appear within
the next few weeks.
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Editorial

Revisions in UGBC
Everything in American society is designed to be replaced.
Automobiles have useful lives, as do computers, administrators,
and policies. Nothing is exempted from the grasp of obsolescence
and its consequence of decay.
Two contributing factors to American wealth and material
abundance have been its ability to predict obsolesences, and its
flexible structure that permitted it to maintain its predominance
in the world order. The recent oil crisis is an example of what
happens when an out of date mechanism, such as our energy

policies, is not replaced; the inflation and recession which these
policies caused are evident to all.
Student government at Boston Collegeis intrinsically united to
this race against time. Because the nature of the university is that
it is a center for change, the undergraduate government has all it

can handle in keeping abreast of fickle student opinion and administration policies continually subjected to revision. To fall
behind them is a sign of government's inability to adapt; out of
date government leads to inaction.
UGBC has fallen behind the times and the cause is traceableto
a Constitution whose rigidity is exemplifiedby the fact that it
cannot be amended. Boston College has grown from a
predominantly Catholic, male, commuter college, to a two campus, coeducational, ecumenical university. UGBC has not grown

with it. Immediate action is needed to bring student government
at BC up to date.
The editorial board of the Heights calls upon UGBC to:
1. Restructure the present system ofelections in a manner that
guarantees greater student voter turn out.

2. Redesign the Executive Cabinet and its accountability to the
student body.
3. Establish an independentTreasurer'sOffice with an accounting system patterned on Generally Accepted Accounting Principles.
4. Overhaul the student Caucus, giving it a power base of its
own, as well as choosing its membership through university-wide
elections.
5. Give top priority to the communication function of student
government. Student apathy is perpetuated by misinformation or
the lack of adequate information. Insuring student awareness and
comprehension of issues is UGBC's most important task.
Perhaps the need for change is of such an extensive nature that
the present Constitution may not be able to tolerate major
reform. If that is the case, there should be no hesitation in calling for a new Constitution.

Letters to the Editor
From

a medieval

mind

To the Editors:
This letter is concerning your article "The Midieval Minds are with
us again". According to your standards I am a medieval mind but
with one important difference: I am
not a Jesuit, an alumni, nor am I a
member of the faculty or Administration. I am a student here
just like you and I am not alone in
my feelings. I did not "pour out
from the woodwork"or from under
the rugs.
In your paragraph dealing with
the revelations of the new morality
here at BQfornication, abortions,
etc.) you are not telling me anything
new, but I sense in your words sarcasm and embitterment towards this
school. You are bragging about sinful actions here and saying to the
Administration 'There's nothing
you can do.to stop us. We're paying
you back for what you've put us
through, so there!' I don't unders-

tand this embitterment and

braggard attitude about such sins.
You go on to list all the various
types of people on campus as a
"modelof the real world". You then
proceed to blame the Administration for all the different people here,
some of them less than desireable by

social norms. The Administration
did not make them who or what
they are. They made themselves that
way, be they in sin or salvation. It is
not for the alumni, the faculty, or
the Heights to change them if they
don't want to be changed, but I personally believe that they should not
be glorified or reproduced as martyrs by this publication.

I do not understand the Heights'
own martyr complex. The Heights
claims' to reflect the real world. As
a matter of fact it "dares to reflect
the real world". It doesn't take

courage to martyr yourself, to print
trash advertisements or the like and
then claim the sanctity of the liberal

Hey, they forgot the tracks!

tion successfully and be confined to
the ideals envisioned by its founders.
If the University is to produce
graduates who can compete with
people from other schools, it must
turn out well-educated men and
women. The school would defeat
this purpose if it were to indoctrinate, or at least try to indoctrinate, its students with Catholic
ideals; today, students need latitude
in planning their schedules so that
they can be well prepared for the
world which awaits them after
graduation. It is a littleridiculous to
presume that a person of college age
will accept Christianity because he
or she is being given six credits for
studying it.
Another aspect of BC today
which Mr. Brennan points out is
that the nature of the entire community has changed. Because the
University is comprised of students
with a wide range of divergence in
geographical, racial, ethnic, and
social backgrounds, it can no longer
try to exist with many of its former
values. If Boston College were today to try to cater to the lowermiddle class white Irish Catholic male
commuters from metropolitan
Boston, it would certainly not fulfill
its commitment as an institution of

reporting as "inaccurate and
editorializing," and viewing the
acceptance

of abortion ads as the

acquisition of "blood money." Yet
as Burns later notes. The Heights is
an independent corporation and as
such has no responsibility to serve
as a mouthpiece for the propagation
of Jesuit morality. If Burns is looking for the voice of Boston College,
there is plenty of good propaganda
around in the form of Bridge, Focus
and the Admissions catalog.
The very importance of The
Heights rests in its independent
position. I would be the first one to
admit that the paper does not reflect
the objective truth of every issue,

but then neither does The New York
Times. If we follow the logic of Mr.
Burns to its logical conclusion, The
Times should be made to abandon
its New York offices and reject "a
title that is inextricably associated
with "New York City, for how can
we say that it "coincides with the
sentiments of the vast majority" of
New Yorkers. Fortunately, Abe
Beame doesn't rent space to The
Times.

Mr. Burns claims to speak for a
lot of people, from the women of
BC (does he include Newton?) to
"most constituencies" to "the vast
large majority majority of the student body" to

higher learning to a
of its students. The Boston College
of twenty years ago, a vision so real
in the minds of many prominent
alumni, would be totally inadequate
in a world where it now must
educate women, racial and ethnic
minorities, and also non-Catholics.
Mr. Brennan's article seems to be
telling the alumni that their interference in Boston College affairs,
due to their narrow-minded
idealism, is totally unwanted. While
I understand his opinion entirely, I
do feel that these alumni put BC on
a pedastal because for them, it was a
stepping stone - a way to better
themselves and get where they are
today. Granted, they may be
"suburban bourgeoise," but the fact
that they have a positive view of
their alma mater can also be a good
thing. If the alumni can take their
liking of BC and manage to view the
school as an expanding University
of the 1970's rather than as an unattainable and impractical Catholic
educational Utopia, their presence
and influence could possible benefit
the school.
Sincerely,
Mark Fortunato
A&S '77

free press to use as a shield to hide
from opinion against you. I believe
it is you who are "spending your
time in these rediculous games".
"If you continue to come at people with that' I'm right and you are
wrong, that's all there is to it' attitude you will lose all effectiveness." Gentlemen, I couldn't
agree with you more, but I feel this
very obviously applies to you in the
first degree. Your article concerning
Medieval minds is the proof in
itself: Anyone who does not share
your humanistic sin-oriented
radicalism is a Medieval mind. "I
am right and you are wrong. .."
You go on to say that you are not
only wrong but Medieval, ancient,
not worthy of serious consideration
or even respect.
Gentlemen, I must obviously disagree. I am not an alumni you can
taunt or an Administrator you can
mock in print. I am a student, your
equal and I am not alone. You will
have to contend with us everytime
you print trash, slander or condesending editorial rhetoric like the
Support the Heights
article in question.
I am not alone. We are not alone. Dear Joan:
I find myself puzzled by recent
From the quill of a medieval mind.
Bob Boudrow
events in the Boston College "Community," and I'd like to take this
opportunity to state my confusion I
would begin by examining the logic
of Hugh Burns' letter (3/3/75) but
Alumni & BC
after several readings I fail to dislo the Editor:
cern any. How an ad for dildos can
I would imagine that John Bren- be viewed as a serious threat to a
nan's article "The Medieval Minds foundation of morality as grand and
Are With Us Again!" (The Heights, anchoring as to be termed "a very
March 3) was read by many alumni solid treasury" is beyond me.
as a direct affront to their view of Ironically perhaps, it seems to have
Boston College today. To an extent, excited Mr. Burns to an unexpected
they have a legitimate complaint, and inordinate degree.
for the tone of the article is sarFurther on, Mr. Burns expresses
castic, bitter, and, in places, blatant- amazement that The Heights pays a
ly insulting. John makes several token rental fee for their offices,
points, however, which are very since the paper has committed
valid and merit the attention of the "nefarious acts. .against the unentire BC community.
iversity." In a style reminiscent of
Whether or not the alumni or ad- our theology chairman. Burns
ministration wish to realize it, avoids enumerating these acts
Boston College can no longer func- beyond characterizing Heights

.

administrators.
The author of this article claimed
that Boston College is a microcosm
of the real world, but I would never
be made aware of this by reading
The Heights. For example, if I were
someone that did not know of
Boston College and read the March
3rd issue of The Heights, I would
assume that the University is composed almost purely of feminists
and jocks. The Heights is opposed
to many ideas which are contrary to
its radical viewpoints and it is
precisely for this reason that many
students read only the Newsbriefs
section (a bulletin board in McElroy
foyer would serve that same need
for much less money).
If the author of this commentary
would visit with a cross section of
students on campus, such as I am
able to do daily, he might find that:
1. Many seniors are asking why
they were not forced to take a more
strict core of philosophy, english,
and logic so that they could have
received better preparation for
graduate schools and careers. Why
didn't they register for these courses
as electives? Because they were not
forced to and at the age of eighteen
the majority of us really do not
know what courses we need for a
wellrounded education (but you can
rest assured that most of us will take
the easiest courses). Many students
are now working towards the instatement of a stricter core.
2. A large number of students are
now attending the more traditional
services at. St. Ignatius Church
rather than the informal masses
offered at St. Joseph's Chapel.
Why? Because students are finding
the traditional masses to be stabilizing, artistic, and intellectually
stimulating. These are qualities that
have not been so easily attainable at
Boston College since the strike, and
now students are not only demanding them, but finding them
necessary.
3. Freshmen are by

far the largest
attenders of military recruiting
sessions on campus. Why? The
University has a new breed of underclassmen who are more conservative and more interested in working for rather than against society.
In conclusion, administrative
reactionaries are not causing Boston
College students to slip back into
the fold of so called "medieval
thinkers", rather, Boston College
students are choosing a more
traditional total form of education.
Much of the intellectually deficient
journalism and low-grade advertising in The Heights will not be
acceptable to the new breed of
Boston College student. Therefore,
The Heights will be forced to meet
student demands or it will be
banished from the campus. This will
not occur because of administrative
power, but by lack of student in-

(finally and most accurately) "me."
Lacking Burns' presumption, I
claim to speak for a small minority,
the loyal opposition, the members
of which John Brennan so ably
defends in his article of the same
issue. What The Heights with all its
faults does is to scrutinize an administration and a social and
political atmosphere of inept and
entropic tendencies in an attempt to
fracture our carefully preserved
apathies, and help us to see what is
being done to us, with us and by us,
from points of view which our grand
tradition would have us ignore. If
The Heights is as Burns' states "the
nexus of the last vestiges of
radicalism on our campus" than it is
even more important than I had imagined. Because if there are so few terest.
of us left our responsibility becomes Sincerely,

We must, in the words
of Dick Gregory, "make sure we are
being educated and not indoctrinated."
I urge everyone who has reached
the age of being able to think for
even greater.

to support The
herself/himself the
reactionary ilHeights against
logic of Burns and his cohorts in
their effort to suppress the only
steady source of independent information on the BC campus. Refuse
to sign that odious petition! God in

her heaven may bless you for it.
Radically yours,
John M. Menaghan

Heights Outmoding Itself
Dear Joan:
This letter is written in response
to an article in the March 3rd issue
of The Heights entitled "The
Medieval Minds Are With Us
Again!" While I agree with certain
sections of this commentary, I take
issue with the majority of the ideas
presented in this article. The author
feels that many Boston College administrators are attempting to confine students into practicing the
ideals of Vatican City Catholicism.
While this may be true in some instances,

it also seems that The

Heights is attempting to sway
students in the opposite direction
with the same closed mindedness
that it so deplores in many of our

Robert C. Pabian
Arts and Sciences '75

Arafat
Dear Editor,
In a recent issue of the "Heights"
you had an article concerning
Arafat and the Pale stinian question. It is quite commendableto see
that our newspaper is taking an interest in the civil liberties of a cer-

tain group. However it is
deplorable, and entirely ironic, that
you have on one hand attempted to
expose the alleged injustices which
the Palestinians have faced, while
on the other hand supporting and
glorifying the actions of Arafat, a
man committed to senseless
murder. How easily you condemn
these "Zionists", while totally
forgetting the murder of innocent
athletes at Munich, the massacre at
Lod Airport, and the blackmailand
eventual death of international ambassadors, including an American,
in the Sudan. If you are critical of
American newspapers for their supposed bias, then you should attempt
to be fair and unbiased yourself.
Maybe if you took the time to investigate the relentless persecution
of Jews in Arab countries, and
around the world, then possibly
there wouldn't be a need for "an
Israel" at all.
Richard Backer
(continued on page 5)
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Women's Studies: A Place for Women to Find Their Past
by Elizabeth Conniff
"What genius, what integrity it must have
required in face of all that criticism, in the
midst of that purely patriarchal society, to
hold fast to the thing as they saw it without
shrinking. Only Jane Austen did it and Emily

Bronte. It is anotherfeather, perhaps, in their
caps. They wrote as women write, not as men
write,. Of all the thousand women who wrote
novelsthen, they alone entirely ignored the
perpetual admonitions of the eternal
pedagogue-write this, think that. They alone
were deaf to that persistent voice, now
grumbling, now patronizing, now domineering, now grieved, now shocked, now angry,
now avuncular, that voice which cannot let
women alone, but must be at them, like some
too conscientious governess, adjuring them,
like Sir Egerton Brydges, to be refined;
dragging even into the criticism of poetry
criticism of sex; admonishing them, if they
would be good and win, as I suppose, some
shiny prize, to keep within certain limits
which the gentleman in question thinks
suitable:...Female novelistsshould only aspire
-to excellance by courageously acknowledging
the limitations of their sex. That puts the
matter in a nutshell, and when I tell you.
rather to your surprise, that this sentence was
written not in August 1828, but in August
1928, you will agree, I think, that however
delightful it is to us now, it represents a vast
body of opinion -1 am not going to stir those
oldpools, I rake only what chance has floated
to my feet - that was far more vigorous and
far more vocal a century ago. It would have
needed a verystalwart yound woman in 1828
to disregard all those snubs and chidings and
promises of prizes. One must have been
something ofafirebrand to say to onesflf Oh,
but they can't buy literature too. Literature is
open to everybody. I refuse to allow you.
Beadle though you are, to turn me off the
grass. Lock up your libraries if you like; but
there is no gate, no lock, no bold that you can
set upon the freedom of my mind."
Virginia Woolf
A Room of One's Own
Virginia Woolf praises women in the 19th
century for having the courage to think and
write "in the midst of that purely
patriarchal society." Woolf admires these
women because they struggled to express
the world as they saw it despite the criticism
and condescension of their male peers and
judges. The problem that these women had
and that Woolf saw and had herself, still exists today, here, now, and at Boston College.
Women are learning male thoughts, male
history, are being taught by men, and within
this university and most, are ultimately being judged by men. In order for women to
establish their identity as women in our
male centered society, it is essential for
them to learn about their place in history,
and theirforemothers in all fields of study.
It is also essential for women, with feminist
consciousnesses to be their instructors, not
only so they will haverole modes, but also
because at this period in time, only women
are capable of evaluating other women's
thoughts. For these reasons, it is essential
for institutions of higher learning to establish women's studies programs.
Women's studies then, must be, as
Adrienne Rich said, "the restructuring of
the human mind." But it must especially be
the restructuring ofwomen's minds. It must
ultimately cleanse the women's mind of her
male identification with the world, and reestablish a sense a self through their female
predecessors, their thoughts, and their accomplishments. Mary Daly, feminist
theologan and philosopher at Boston
College, asserts that building up our own
tradition and rediscovering our lost
foremothers is what women's studies is all
about.
Many might think the idea of studying
women throughout history and their accomplishments ridiculous. What accomplishments?, might be asked by such
people. By studying most history books and
glancing at the names of most well-known
writers, it seems that women have not contributed much to the history of the world.
However, the impression of the nonimportance and non-activity of women in
the past is false, and is directly attributable
to our m;ti'_' dominated society which has
erased women's history, as a means of keeping themselves in power and women in a
lower position. The first highter beings

field, is an overtly political act. She and

which humans created were goddesses, not
gods. Some of the most advanced
civilizations in history have been
matriarchies. Male society has even forced
women to bury themselves, as Mary Annn
Evans did when she wrote under the name of
George Eliot. In order for women today to
have faith in themselves, they must know
and have faith in theirforemothers. Virginia
Woolf spoke of the difficulties she and
others had as women writers with no
heritage. "...That is that they had no tradition behind them, or one so short and partial
that it was of little help. For we think back
through our mothers if we are women. It is
useless to go to the great men writers for
help, however much one may go to them for
pleasure."
Women's studies in 1975 tends to be a
very complicated and often misunderstood
issue. The most basic problem for
academicians is the all pervasive nature of
women's studies. It is not a specific "field"
in any traditional sense of the word. The
more established fields claim that women's

studies is not narrow enough. The assertion
is that it is too interdisciplinary to be of
much value. It is true that women's studies
is broad, in that every single discipline can
be approached from a feminist perspective,
and yet at the same time women's studies
can be specifically defined within existing
disciplines if such courses courses as 19th
century women writers is offered within the
English department. It's very broadness and
pervasiveness should be another inidcatorof
its necessity.
Another "fault" which women's studies is
accussed of having is it politics. In ERIC's
Higher Edication Research Report No. 1,
of 1973 on Women's Studies, Lora Robinson says that, "feminists hold that ideas and
philosophy should be intellectuallycompatible with actions. This link betweenattitudes
and actions has led to the rejection of the
traditional notion of a separation between
the academic and the political and social
world." What Robinson fails to point out,
however, is the fact that the erasure of
women from history and almost every other

How to Create your own
Women's Studies Major

Courses at BC of Interest
Women

vuivt'-jinajor
in women's studies is to create your own independent major. This is how you can do it.
At Boston Collegelodu\ ihconiy

A student's Independent major must include at least eight upper division courses
from more than one department, but normally not more than three departments.
Students must complete all prerequisites for
their major courses. The proposed major
must be submitted before the end of a
student's sophomore year (except in the first
year of the program's existence), and must
be worked out with and approved by a faculty advisor. When approved by the advisor,
the student will submit his or her proposal in
writing to the Committee on Independent
majors; the advisor will submit a written
evaluation of the proposal. The faculty advisor should realize that his or her commitment to an Independentmajor is serious and
long term. A written evaluation approving
of the proposal and exploring its merit
should be submitted by the advisor to the
Committee on Independent majors. If the
committee suggests revisions in the
proposal, the advisor should aid the student
in improving his or her major. If the student
desires to alter his or her plans after approval, the advisor should be involved in
this. The faculty advisor and the Committee
will have to function, in effect, as the
student's major department; the process
probably will extend over a two year period.'

to

Arts and Sciences
1. History of Women

in the US (Hs 575)
2. Perspectives on Culture: Introduction to
Feminism (PI 560)
3.Women in the 20th Century French
Literature: Myth and Reality (RI 381)
4. Sex Roles in American Society (Sco29)
5. Sex Roles in the Modern World (Sc 120)
6. Contemporary Sex Roles (Sc 729)
7. Women in the Professions (Sc 763)
8. Feminist Ethics I: Analysisof the emerging
feminist ethos as distinct from "feminife"
morality defined by sexually hierachial
society. Examination of the unholy trinity;
rape, genocide, and war. The problems of
overcoming the unholy sacrifice of women
through individual and participatory self actualization. Redefing "Power and politics"
by living on the boundary of patriarchal institumuons.
9. Feminist Ethics II (Th 554) The courses
will reflect upon and be part of the process of
tranvaluating values me women's consciousness and action. It will consider
specific problems in relation to the sexual
politics of religion, educationand the media,
medicine, psychiatry, and the law. May be
taken separtately from TH 553.
Nursing

I.Victimology and Crisis Counseling (Nu
712): Concerned with victims, especially rape

victims. Includes emotional, physical, social,
and legal aspects of ripe. Emphasis on the
assessment and management of the crisis
situation.

others do not realize that while women's
studies are branded anti-intellectual and
non-scholarly, because of their politics,
men's works which are considered scholarly,
intellectual, and apolitical, are often
permeated with male political thought. In
theory, it almost seems necessary to
superimpose a required women's core over
the already existing program (or male core).
Then all members of the university would
acquire a well-rounded education.
The necessity for every women scholar to
have a traditon out of which to work is undeniable, yet such studies are not taken
seriously. The outcome in many universities
has been that courses by and about women
are all to often lumped together into one
category and cut off from any interaction
with the rest of the university. At his point
in time, when women must still fight to be in
society and academia, women's studies
courses would probably be most effective if
established within existing departments. It
would be too simple for university administrators to push a women's studies
department aside and give it second class
status, or at a whim, decide to end it, as has
happened at several institutions. Women
right now must prove their contributions to
every descipline and legitimate themselves
in they eyes of academia before they risk
becoming an independeant department.
At Boston itself, the concept of a special
undergraduate program that was a
recommendation of the Newton Task Force
could create an almost tailor made environment for a special program of women's
studies without actually creating an isolated
department. It would give those people interested in women's studies an opportunity
to take an intensive semester of interdisciplinary programs exclusively concerned
with women.
However, although the intensive semester
and other women's studies programs may
appear attractive, there is one very real and
very important problem in their implementation at BC - the lack of both women and
feminist faculty. Boston College and many
other universities across the country are
not hiring feminists and are trying to rid
themselves of the few they have now, in an
attempt to keep a male centered-powerhold
on the minds of both women and men. BC
must hire women faculty and must provide
women students with the courses they want
and need. It is time that all universities, and
for our sakes, especially BC, recognized
that they absolutely must allow and encourage women to learn about themselves
and the world from a female viewpoint so
that they can become whole, independent
and productive beings.

More Letters
(continued from page 4)

Daly Denial
Power

& Male

TO THE EDITOR:
I am writing this letter in response to the
decision by the Theology and the University
to deny promotion to Dr. Mary Daly and to
deny Janice Raymond consideration for a
teaching position. Specifically, I am addressing this letter to all those men in the
Theology Dept., on the University
Promotions and Tenure Committee and in
the Administration who made that decision.
Being acquainted with Dr. Daly's work, I
cannot and do not believe the reasons given
for her rejection. They seem to be merely excuses used by those in power to try to keep
others out of power. The main dynamic that I
have observed in this entire process is fear fear among these men of women like Mary
Daly and Janice Raymond. They are afraid
because these feminists threaten the very
basis of their malepower. But they cannot admit this as the reason behind their decision so
they resort to the "not academic enough" or
"too popularizing" kind of justifications.Not
too many people have been fooled by that
kind of reasoning as the massive support for
Dr. Daly and Janice Raymond indicates. I
think that we should all see the decisions for
what they are - very conscious political
decisions made by men in power to protect
that power. Nor can such decisions be
justified in any way.
Patrick McGuigan
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Can the Present Government Meet Student's Needs?
(Continued from page 1)
terests and issues facing BC students today.
What is needed is a government backed by
power and flexible enough to adapt to the

There are other advantages to the April
election of Executives. At present, a President
is elected in mid-February and assumes office
two weeks later. There is little timefor an exchanging environment of today's campus. haustive cabinet search, little time to become
The question is: Can the present form of acquainted with the office, and it entails
government meet these needs?
assuming office in mid-budget.
What is to follow is an analysis of what is
The fiscal year of UGBC is from
wrong with UGBC, followed by corrective September 1 to August 31 (9/1 coinciding
measures designed to insure a future with the collection of the student activities fee
government's accountability to students and with tuition). Taking office March 1 means
increase its responsibility as an institution.
that the president spends one-half of a budget
The Problems and Some Solutions
prepared by the previous president, and one
I. The Election Process. Section 2 of the half of the budget that he or she prepares. A
Constitution calls for the President to assume president does not have true control over the
office March I, necessitating election in purse which is used to implement his/her
February at the latest. All undergraduatesare plans as they either receive leftover
eligible to vote and may do so by presenting allotments, or must allocate funds with a
their ID at the voting desk in the college in successor in mind.
which they are enrolled.
April elections and May inauguration
Only 29% of the students exercised their provides an adequate transition period,
rights last month. A genuine excuse offered to enough time to select the best cabinet, and a
explain the low turnout is apathy; many term of office whose principle activity period.
students are simply too lazy to take the time September-June, concides with the budget.
to vote. However, this reason cannot be unAs added emphasis, this election would be
known as Executive Election Week, not to be
iversally applied.
The point is, action is needed to remove as confused with the Caucus-Referendum Election Day to be proposed for January, the
many of these voting inconveniences as possible, no matter how trivial, in order to increase latter to be explained in dealing with the
Caucus.
turnouts at the elections. The suggested ac2. The Executive Office and the Student
tion: Change the election period to April,
assumption of office to May 15, and tic in the Caucus: The Presidency is the focal point of
electionprocess with the registration process. student government at BC. While not denying
To do this, the primary elections would the need for an executive leader, the pattern
have to be held two to three weeks before that has developed in recent years connects
registration packets are distributed in April. the effectiveness of the entire government to
The candidates determined, ballots could be the energies and motivations of one person.
drawn up and one placed in the envelope of The scope of government has created too
each student about to. register. The "Exgreat of a demand on a president, something a
ecutive Election" would be held during student-president may not be abel to effectively meet by him(her)self. Distribution of
registration week. The ballots would be pickexecutive power is needed, as is a working
ed up, filled out by the student while registering, and dropped off with the registration system of checks and balances.
material in Lyons.
There should be: an elected Vice-President;
Besides guaranteeing participation greater a reorganized cabinet whose members would
than 29%, the single ballot pick up-drop off be guaranteed positions in the Caucus, a
location would verify the balidity of eacn parliamentary possibility presently prohibited
ballot as handed in. As the Registrar's Office by the Consitution; a more powerful, incurrently examines a student's envelope for dependently elected Caucus.
The President and VP would run as a team
pertinent data when collecting it, the ballot
would be just one more piece of paper to and share Presidential duties, committee
check, and could be done by an election comassignments, etc. The President would continue to have the final say in executive
mittee.

UAPC

matters.
A reorganized cabinet would include ex-

ecutive committee chairpeoplefor the following committees: Student Activities: Academic
Committee; Social Committee (a combination of the present Cultural and Social Committees): Student Committee (a combination
of the present Commuter. Resident Life, and
Alumni'Studenl relations Committees): and
the Communications Committee.
The Treasurer and Finance Committee
would be removed from the Executive Office
and given separate status, with the Treasurer
also University elected during Executive Election week.
The purpose of the slimmed down cabinet
is to prevent redundant expenditures,between
define the role of each cabinet member, and
establish accurate lines of administrative
responsibility. The underlying principle is
that more is like to get done if legislation is
not bogged down in a sea fo committees.
A reorganized and more powerful caucus is
essential to the establishment of continuous
reform in the government, checks and
balances, and the principle of "sacred opposition." By the latter term is meant a
watchdog agency that keeps the president in
line, lets him-her know how it feels on policy
matters, and jumps on him-her if information
is inaacurate, overlooked, or disguised.
Presently the caucus is nothing more than a
rubber stamping maching for the President
with a fancy title. Its design should parallel
British Parliament: initiating debate and
legislation, providing future, seasoned
leaders, have the power of the purse, and furnish alternatives to Presidential propositions.
Election, not appointment should oetermine membership. The only appointed
members would be the defeated UGBC President and VP candidates and previously mentioned Cabinet members, who wouldhave full
voting rights and would act as liasons between
the executive and legislature.
A university elected spokesperson for the
Caucus would be its leader.
A revised caucus would serve to broaden
UGBC participation among students as well
as reducing the risk of total isolation from
government for the losing party in the UGBC
April elections. Take for example the case of
Dan Malloy. His talents are respected, yet as

Faculty Commentary

Core Lacking Communications Training
Many in the university community will
recall the discussion which preceded the establishmentof a university core curriculum in
the 1970-71 academic year. At the time
several core programs were proposed which
narrowed the curriculum to some liberal
studies and excluded others. The proponents
of such programs usually conceded that alternatives would be necessary, for other core
proposals might well have educational merit.
But these advocates, persuaded that their own
restricted core programs had unique advantages, were not much concerned about such
alternatives.
Boston College rejected these narrowed
core curriculums, and instead, created a
broad core program which includes all the
liberal studies, an arrangement that encourages students to pursue their special interest in the sciences, social sciences and
humanities. It was recognized at the time that
the core concept had lost its appeal to some
university educators, and that various
students as well had questioned theusefulness
of a core program. Thus it seemed judicious
for core proponents to avoid narrow curricula
which were centered about several disciplines
that, allegedly, provided student with especially rewarding educational experiences.
Seemingly this was a valid decision because it
is difficult to establish persusasively the
superlative merits of any restricted core
proposal. In any event such programs can
generate misunderstandings among faculty
members and curtail the alternatives
available to students.
IN the recent Report to the President the
University Academic Planning Council
returns to the matter of the core curriculum
and once again proposes a narrowed
program. Like their predecessors the authors
concede that alternatives are in order;
however, their attention is centered on the
proposed core which is discussed in detail. We
appreciate the sincere convictions which

,

prompted the committee members to share
their thinking on this matter with the univer-

sity community, but the factors that defeated
a narrowed core curriculum in 1970-71 have
lost none of their validity. In our opinion they
should once again prevail.
Turning to specifics, we observedelsewhere
that it is difficult to establish persuasively the
claimed superlative merits of any restircted
core proposal. In the Planning Council's
program, for example, the authors, in discussing communication, "give highest priority to
language and the ability to master its
possibilities in written form." Nothing whatsoever is said about the oral communication
of ideas, an omission which strikes this writer
as odd. As a former member of the Boston
College English Department who presently
teaches speech communication, he has, of
course, a particular interest in this matter.
This university is preparing students for
careers in the business and professional communities in which their ability to write in a
concise and lucid fashion will be a major
asset. Yet much of their communication will
be in conferences, departmental meeting and
planning sessions where their views, often
detailed, must be presented orally. In these
circumstances the phrases which seemed so
appropriate on paper became illy suited to the
speaking situation: the written style is wrong,
the listeners grow impatient with an essay on
hind legs and the speaker appears ridiculous.
Even worse is the speaker who is embarrassed
in conference, confused in committeeand inaudible in interview, and his or her prose,
however lucid, is lost on inattentive
colleagues. And beyond the "office" (we
hope) that Boston College graduates will
assume leadership roles in their communities,
and this will force them to speak persuasively
in championing their convictions. In the
several phases ofits curriculum, including the
core program Boston College has a responsiblity to prepare students for their speech

responsibilities in American society. No
"English: Critical Reading and Writing (2
courses)," excellent in itself, is not enough.
This is no hasty judgment, for Western

educators since the classical period have
recognized the essentiality of training in both
writing and speaking. Rhetoric, which includes both forms of communication, has had
a significant role in the Jesuit education
program. The Society for the Study of Communication reported in 1968 that some seventy percent of students then in college had
completed or would complete basic work in
writing and speaking. In discussing changes in
a university core curriculum we can hardly ignore these facts: a core program which
highlights one of these communication forms
while ignoring the other is simply inadequate.
We are also puzzled by the omission of
theatre, fine arts and other disciplines from
this proposed core curriculum. But it is apparent that all these omissions weaken a
program which should be unacceptable to the
Boston College Community.
Dr. John Lawton is chairman of the Speech.

Communication and Theatre Department.

CORRECTION
The last sentence in the fourth paragraph of
an article by John Brennan ("The Medieval
Minds Are With Us Again," p.4, 3/3/75)
read: "It is the rallying point for a new
groupof individuals or groups who refuse to
conformto their own sheltered conceptions
of what people should think and do." The
sentence should have read: "It is the rally
point a a new groupof individuals or groups
who attack anyone that refuses to conform
to their own sheltered conceptions of what
people should think and do."

a defeated candidate, he is no more than an
elder stateman, his potential for contribution
untapped. Guaranteed a sear in the caucus, he
would continue to serve the university and
offer ideas and criticism with respect to future
action.
Elections for the Caucus would be in
January, again connected to registration. Any
referendums to be submitted for student approval would also be voted on at this time. A
ballot would be in the envelopealong with the
normal registration confimation material.
Again, potential inconveniences areremoved,
security tightened, and participation

guaranteed.
A January election would also focus attention on the President in power. Similar in timing to mid-term Congressional elections, it
gives the university community an opportunity to voice its approval (disapproval) of the
way the administration is being handled, as
well as election an alternative leader the
Caucus Spokesperson.
As a final note, the separate January and
April elections would insure that experienced
officers would occupy at least on branch of
government at all time. Mistakes arising from
naivete would be reduced.
3. Treasurer: With a budget approaching
$200,000 and the recent revelation that a
detailed bookeeping operation is lacking,
scrutiny and expertise is required in the
Treasury position. The treasurer should be
held accountable to students as well as the
other branches of government. Electing a
treasurer brings budgeting, expenditures and
the personal qualifications of prospective candidates to university attention.
With no other power than to account for
cash and structure budgets, the office would
have no real power base of its won, and would
present no danger to presidential effectiveness. However, ultimate responsibility for
expenditures would be his-hers. Therefore,
any spending of questionable nature would
eventually focus attention on the treasurer
and would contribute towards preventing
them.

The Finance and budgeting functions
would originate in the office.Any credible
system of government gives high priority to
these functions, which have been given second
class status by UGBC. Its intergrity. and
educational benefit could be guaranteed by
solicitng membership from the SOM Honors
Program for assisting in the bookeeping and
auditing functions, or by directly attaching
them to a class offering such expertise as
Auditing does. The UGBC president,
Treasurer, and Honors Program coordinator
would screen applicants in the case of the
former, the individual professor in the latter
instance.
4. Communications; In the last election,
more people voted to abstain from making
judgementon the UAS ConstitutionReferendum than voted for or against it: 1220 to
1004. Such is indicative of the Communications aspect of UGBC.
In the course of reform, a cabinet level
responsibility of publicizing coming events,
scheduling regular newsconference type
meetings between the president and the university, and publish a semi-weekly summary
article in The Heights on UGBC expenditures, committee reports and meetings,
legislation etcl. The purpose of the office is to
stress the continuos feature of UGBC as a
viable body instead of a ground hog who
makes an appearance once a year.
5. Establishment of a UGBC Archives: Who
was president of UGBC in 1966. What did he
do? What failures of his were repeated in
1970? 1974?
At present, governmental experiences go
unrecorded. If a concert loses money in 1973,
why should a similar mistake be made in
1976? An historical document serving as
fererence as well as providing a future basis for
?'">
competency of administrations is needed.
The above suggestions will hopefully be taken
as constructive criticisms, and will lead to
positive action in building a more viable and
student oriented undergraduate government.
The points discussed here may prove to be
only jumpingoff points for those who are and
will be involved in affecting change. However,
something will be accomplished if discussion
is begun, and action is the end product
whether it takes an extensive overhaul of the
present system, or the introduction of an entirely new one, a better government is required.
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Records

Leno/RcR
k 'NJohn oll
By Gerry Hawkins

John Lennon's new album, Rock 'N'
Roll, is noticeably different from the
vogue of "oldies" albums of the
Bowie/Ferry genre. Instead of picking
mainly sixties' classics and making them
sound like originals from the seventies,
Lennon picks songs he considers old
standards and does them in a way that
maintains their intrinsic simplicity, mak-

ing Rock 'N' Roll sound like it belongs to
the fifties where most of the tunes were
culled.
The album is refreshing if for no other
reason than the absence of the lyrical exhortations of his previous solo efforts.
Rock 'N' Roll contains none of the
idealism of "Imagine," the iconoclasm
of "God," the banality of "Women is the
Nigger of the World," or the undiluted

Theatre

The Alchemist
By Mark Bly

mally, this would be fine, but their

It is a happy phenomena, that occasionally, when great tragedy has
appeared in our Western Civilization,
comedy of equal stature has also
appeared. In fifth century Athens, the
tragedies of Aeschylus, Sophocles, and
Euripides followed or found counterparts
in the comedies of Aristophanes. During
the late Elizabethan-early Jacobean era,
English Drama produced its greatest
playwright in William Shakespeare and
consequently, one of its finest writers of
comedy in Ben Jonson. One of Ben Jonson's plays, The Alchemist, satirizes
Mankind's insatiable quest for power,
knowledge, and pleasure. This theme is
of course not limited to any time or
place, but is as applicable today as it was
in Jonson's time.
The Harvard Dramatic Society proved
this in their presentation of The
Alchemist last week at the Loeb Drama
Center in Cambridge. It is a difficult
comedy to produce, and I think this
troupe should be commended for their
work. Many scenes contain comic innuendos which are not readily understood by modern audiences. The
director Mark Mosca has taken pains to
clarify these remarks, and the production
is better for it. His direction was
definitive and marvelously imaginative.
The Alchemist is a long play, but it is to
the director's credit that I was scarcely
aware of the passage of time.
The pacing of this riotous comedy was
excellent. Jonson's play requires a
presentation that is fast-paced; one that
builds quickly to climaxes, explodes, and
then builds toward another climax.
Mosca directed the production skillfully,
and it was successful - with the possible
exception of the opening scene. In this
scene, the Alchemist and his cronies are
having a heated discussion. On opening
night, the actor> played this portion of
the play in a very energefic fashion. Nor-

energy level was so high that the scene
dissolved into a blur. Obviously, this was
not a directorial error, but was rather the
product of some opening night jitters by

the actors.
Philip Kilbourne, as the Alchemist,
played the perverted artist as a cunning
man; one with a fiendish sense of humor.
His voice was strong, but needed more
breath support in the higher ranges, as
occasionally I could not hear him.
Kilbourne is an actor that has been blessed with long, sinuous fingers and he used
them to good advantage in his portrayal
of the crafty Alchemist.
Face, the housekeeper was played
capably by Charles Weinstein. It is a role
that demands physical and mental agility
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hate of "How Do You Sleep" and "Steel
and Glass." Also absent, and just as conspicuously, is any overt mention/reminiscence/message to recently
estranged mate, Yoko Ono. This is
gratifying, since this would be inappropriate on an album that is trying to
take us back to a period before John
Lennon even knew that Yoko Ono existed (and for that matter before the
Beatles even existed).
Lennon eschews his Beatle legacy,
choosing not to remake any of the Lennon/McCartney songs, although I
suspect a project of this type is in the
back of John Lennon's mind. It would
exude as much fun as this record did and
the commercial value of such a project
would be enormous. (Elton John unsuspectingly stumbled onto this when he
played "Lucy in the Sky with
Diamonds" at one of his concerts. Surprised to find that many in his audience
were hearing the song for the first time,
he released it as a 45).
It's almost as much fun guessing who
originally made these songs hits as it is to
listen to the album. The song choices are
excellent and are instantly recognizable,
primarily due to Lennon's decision to
maintain their two to three minute format replete with the instrumental break
in the middle, an arrangement
characteristic of fifties and early sixties
songs. Songs such as "Be-Bop'a'Lula,"
"Ain't that a Shame," "Sweet Little Sixteen," "Peggy Sue," and "Stand by
Me," are embellished with horns.

cowbells, and everything else that makes
them the anachronisms that they are.
The supporting musicians are excellent,
though uncredited.
What makes the songs, however, is
Lennon's vocals the most forceful and
enthusiastic since Live Peace At Toronto
was released over five years ago. Lennon
evokes Presley at his zenith making it is
thoroughly enjoyable to listen to the fifties style in which he sings the nonsensical lyrics that dominate the songs.
("I got a girl named Bony Maronie, she's
as skinny as a stick of macaroni," "Slippin' and a sliddin', Beepin' and a hidin',"
"Ready, set, go man go, I got a girl that I
love so," etc.)
Although Lennon is completely
successful in his mimicry, it is not at the
expense of making a travesty of the
songs. Instead it is obvious that he has
sincerely tried to improve on the
originals, while maintaining the atmosphere of the era from which they
came. Only Bobby Freeman's "Do you
want to Dance" fails to come off.
A few listens to Rock 'N' Roll is all
that it takes to give one the strong impression that this is the type of music
which John Lennon does best. Indeed if
manager Brian Epstein hadn't
transformed the Beatles into the avantgarde group that they became, this is the
type of rock V roll that might still be
prevalent today.
As for John Lennon - yes, we will still
need you and still feed you "when you're
sixty-four. ."

in its performance. Weinstein capered
about the stage in a way that' provoked
laughter from his viewers. Doll Common, their colleague in crime, was portrayed admirably by Sarah Lithgow. Her
provocative exchanges with Sir Epicure
Mammon, played by Spiro Veloudos,
were deliciously frank in nature. I do
think, however, that her fit scene might
have been handled in a more comic
manner, as it was woefully underplayed.
The remainder of the cast performed
adequately with occasional flashes of
comic brilliance. Stephen Kolzak, as
Dapper the clerk, moved me to mirth
many times throughout the course of the
evening. His engaging smile and mincing
walk were just right. The tendency of actors in this role to overplay Dapper to the
point of burlesque is an all too common
occurrence, and Kolzak fortunately
avoided this.
Special praise should go to the produc-

tion staff. The costumes by Mary
Brownlow were colorful and appropriately garrish; a mixture of purples,
oranges, and reds. It was apparent that
the set designer and his crew had done
their homework too. The proscenium
arch was decorated with the collage of
astrological elements: the sun, moon,
and stars which oscillated back and forth
on their respective axes. Above these
trappings, a Wheel of Fortune revolved
in a clockwise direction, oblivious to the
movement below it.
The Alchemist has many topical
references in it that lessen or diminish its
value for the modern viewer. It requires
skillful direction and superb acting to
make its artistic value apparent. The
Harvard Dramatic Society, without the
use of a philosopher's stone, has
transformed it from a dated play to a
work that has considerable value for a
twentieth century audience.

-

.

Concrete Ideas
By William

Ostaski

Hey, Ace, can you spare some change?
Don't worry, I know the feeling. Hey
wait, don't go yet. Did you see the
sunset? In six years living in this city I've
never seen anything like tonight's. A big,
untouchable fireball dropping unnoticed
over the Projects. The last rays filtered
through the forest of TV antennas and
waved good-bye to the day. Sorta poetic,
huh? I try to make the best of the situation. As long as I eat I'm happy.
I bet you think I'm foolish, panhandling on the street for my food and painting pictures in the city's filth. Am I
wasting my life? Well, I went to college.
A good one too. Four years spent studying philosophy. Four years of professors,
greater and lesser men than myself, explaining why this all happened. Four
years wasted. My idealism shrunk steadily with every person I met. Believe me,
that silver lining's made of aluminum foil
and its price is rising every year.

Those professors were teaching me
how to think, to see as best I could what
was really happening. And I fell for it. It
cost me a lot of unhappiness in my years.
Why, my dog was better off than me. I've
never seen him worry about appointments or his position in life. He
doesn't feel envy when a pedigree struts
by. He's a mutt, pure and simple, bound
to spend the rest of his days eating, sleeping, and sniffing at the common wonders
of the world. Yeah. .that dog has taught
me a lot.
Life in school was good, though. .the
best I've known. There were real people
there, not occupational allegories. You
didn't worry about who you were sitting
next to, no reason to analyze the person
or question their motives. We were
brought together to 'earn...about
others. And about oui Ives. Today I
met a man who looked at mc iike a leper.
I mean, he actually pitied me! I'm not a
proud man, but I pity him.

. .

Raphael
Bruce
Many people I knew in school have
lost that feeling. Success lifted them
above the pain, the uncertainty. They've
painted their own picture and now they
live in it.
The others still use it. Can you feel it?
Can you see it happening? A subtle
change growing in the minds of men.
Giving life back to those living it. If.
Yes, it's getting late. I'm sorry if I've
held you from anything. But wait.
Do me a favor. Be good to yourself and others. We're all in this
together. .and watch. There's a change
coming.

.

.
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By Mary Klingler
The line last Friday night for
Shakespeare's "A Midsummer Night's
Dream" trickled down from O'Connell's
doorstep and spread to Gonzaga Hall.
But for all save about 50 the waiting was
in vain. When the doors opened, most of
the space had already been filled by
friends of the cast who had received
reserved seat tickets. Therefore, many
people unfortunately were turned away
and missed this amusing play presented
by the BC Dramatics Society.
Directed by Daniel LaPenta, the
smoothness of exits and entrances which
fully utilized O'Connell's grand staircase
are much to his credit, as are some of the
wittier tricks employed to play up some
of the lines and make the funny stuff even
funnier.
The "pomp" and "triumph" of the
pre-nuptial hours are enhanced in Act I
by Theseus's and Hippolyta's entrance
on the staircase. The landing also
doubles well for a throne in Act V when
the Duke of Athens and his wife view the
play-within-the-play, "the tedious brief
scene of young Pyramus and his love
Thisby."
During the course of the play, Puck (a
fairy whose pace is lightly characterized
as "swifter than an arrow from the Tartar's bow"), frequently makes his entrance descending from the left staircase,
bouncing off the landing and proceeding
half-way up the right staircase before he
can check his speed. Ideas of this type
add a small but ingenious touch to
Shakespeare's levity.
// we shadows have offended
Think but this, and all is mended,
That you have but slumbered here
While these visions did appear. i
Act V Sc. I
Perhaps the biggest fault I find with
some of the acting (and also the directing, for not catching the easily correctable fault), is that some players did not

MIDNISUGMMEHT'R S
A
DREAM

byWilamShakespeare
pick-up the comical aura of the play.
Instead it seemed that what impressed
them most was that they were "doing
Shakespeare"; consequently, the solemnity with which many lines were
delivered were more suited for a tragedy
such as "Plamlet".
Especially guilty of this mistake was
Theseus, played by Paul Lambert (whose
talent was evident but unfortunately inappropriate for the lightness his part
demanded). Also, Carmen Greene who
plays Titania was not so skilled an actress and her performance was hurt by
delivering lines quickly and in a
thoughtless monotone so that one of the
better lines of the play, "Methought
meself enamoured of an ass," (delivered
after she awakens from the spell her husband, Oberon has put her under) was lost
and got absolutely no audience reaction.
Oberon, too, played by John Allen was
caught up in a monotone a mood
overshadowed by the same tragic
dramatization as Lambert's so that his
puns and the beauty of all his lines were
stifled.
However, the excellent performers
Cathy Schaeffer (Helena), Peter Brash
(Puck), Frank Arcaro (Nick Bottom and

-

By Thomas McMurray
I was talking to my good friend

Pelgrove today, and he had an interesting

story to relate; "I was cleaning up tables
in a restaurant in Newton today," he told
me, "and I overheard an interesting con-

versation. There were these three guys
sitting at a table, and one of them says,
"Boy! We've really got them going
again now, don't we? Students! They're
great! They had me worried for a while
there. All that campus quiescence was
starting to scare me. With all those smug
intellects floating around, somebody was
bound to stumble on something and raise
a real brouhaha."
"You're right, Jim," another replied,
"and that idea to put the dildo ad in the
heights was pure genius. What with those
few kids we paid to write letters, we raised a real cloud of smoke!"
"And Daly," said the third, "that was
great! The Promo Committee timed it
just right. Those kids have enough issues
to keep them going right up to finals. No
more worry from this bunch!"
"Yeah," smiled the first, "but it was
still pretty close. Can you imagine what
could've happened if just one of those
kids had stumbled on something?
Watergate would look like a tea party.
First they'd ask where that beautiful
wine cellar in the basement ofyou-knowwhose house on College Road came
from."
"Yeah," replied the second (paling
slightly), "and then they'd want to know
something about all the old paintings in
he attic of! ons, and whatever happen-1 to the artwork that used to be in

his whole crew), and Phyllis Coletta
(Hermia) carried the play off by taking
full advantage of the punch of
Shakespeare's comedy thus making the
play delightful.
The two highpoints of "Midsummer"
were undoubtedly the scenes where these
players were ?- sole command of the action.
In Act
Sc. II the name calling
bout betv. ,n Hermia and Helena is
sparked wi h much enthusiasm and fine
directing. The timing is right and lines
such as Helena's calling Hermia "a
burr" and finally, "an acorn" make the
audience roar. Anthony Compagnoni
(Lysander) and David Halliwell
(Demetrius) are also exceptionally good
in this scene.
Techniques such as having Lysander
and Demetrius lift Hermia between them
during one of her charges at Helena,
complete with Hermia's legs still spinning above the ground, are excellent ornamentation for the already hilarious
dialogue.
In this same scene these four actors
and actresses conduct a circular chase
through the first floor rooms of
O'Connell.

,

The second highpoint comes at the end
when Willie Long (Peter Quince), Chris
Slattery (Snug the Joiner), Frank Arcaro
(Nick Bottom), Jesse Ritz (Francis
Flute), Doug Quadrozzi (Tom Snout)
and Tom Tweedy (Robin Starveling) all
present their "lamentable comedy". The
whole troupe is hilarious throughout
"Midsummer" but this scene is the
culmination of their antics.
Jesse Ritz, who assumes Thisby's role,
adorned with bonnet, kerchief and
golden braids of yarn comes off as a
strange cross between Rapunzel and a
lilting Little Red Riding Hood.
Tom Tweedy, with his tone of quiet
impatience and misunderstanding with
his audience at the palace, plays
Moonshine perfectly complete with toy
dog held firmly under arm.
The only additional criticism to be
made deals with the production end of
the play. In all but Puck's case, the
make-up of the fairies is extremely poor.
Glitter is unsuccessfully used to accentuate eyebrows and extends to the
cheeks, etc. In most cases, it appears as
nothing but a crusty paste under the
harsh white light used throughout the
PlayFinally, Titania and Oberon do a
modern dance interpretation mid-way
through the play to Santana and Coster's
"Illusions". When the first dramatic
chord was struck it elicited laughter from
the audience because the mirth of the
play ran headlong into the piece's beginning. It was uncertain throughout the
dance as to how the piece was to be taken
since the movement was very somber and
perhaps overly dramatic for the comic
nature of"A Midsummer's Night's
Dream".
"/ will get Peter Quince to write
a ballad of this dream: it shall
be called 'Bottom's Dream' because
it hath no bottom."

-

Act

IV. Sc. I

YouSuppose College Road Is?"

"Where Do

.
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it ended up in youknow-who-else's house on College
Road."
"Damn!", quaked the third, "I never
realized how serious it could have gotten!
Pretty soon everybody would want to
know who pays for the beer truck every
time it pulls up behind St. Mary's. Then
they'd want to know why priests need so
many locks on all their bedroom
doors. ."
"See my point?" asked the first.
"From there on it would all be downhill!
Those kids would want to see the maintainance records (if they could find
them), then they'd be asking why youknow-who, S.J., had the interior of 'his'
house painted three times in one month.
No telling what else they'd ask about."
"Right", said the second, "then one of
those Heights muckrakers would start
snooping into our finances. They'd want
to know about the stocks, the profit from
the Bookstore; they'd do a little multiplying and wonder about the Registrar's late
fees, transcript fees; their cashed checks
at a dime a shot, their dorm
fines. .They'd want to know
EVERYTHING!"
"I have to laugh, though", spoke the
third, "I don't think those kids have the
sense to question those things. Hell, their
Student Government (laughter all
around) hailed getting a reduction in
parking fines as a major victory. They
didn't even think to ask where the money
went!"
"Ah me," joined the first, "I guess I
got too excited after all. I mean, kids
who pay at least three grand for four
Gasson, and how

.

.

Karn

Bob

years putting up with the stuff they do.
Where else would employees part in
front of the customers? I mean, could
you see us pay twelve thousand dollars
to walk a half-mile to work, stand in a
registration line for two hours and be
told the-courses-you-want-are-filled-youbetter-flnd-something-else?.'!" (Raucus
laughter all around).
"Yeah," said i!ie second,"you guys are
right. Even if ?>me kid did spot
something a little ! shy, who'd tell him
come on in and
anything? Sure, ki
browse through my records!" (More
laughter). "Those morons don't even
have the sense to ask what $4300 worth

of 'Miscellaneous' their Student
Government (laughter again) brought
them!"
"Ah well", said the third, "I've got to
get back to work. An alumni tipped me
off on where we could get a 'good deal'
on heating oil. I've gotta go check ilout!"
"Then", Pelgrove continued, "all
three got up and left. What do you think
of that?" he asked. "I don't know,
Pelgrove," I answered, "where do you
suppose College Road is?"

The author is a senior English major and
is not connected with The Heights.
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Enjoys "Considerable Prestige" Due to Research

By Jack Shea

Dr. Campanella, Executive VicePresident, stated that faculty
research projects are beneficial to
BC in that these professors "are
able to keep abreast with their fields
while they are developing their own
professional interests." Campanella
said that "since Federal and Private
funding agencies do tend to finance
the hard sciences, BC does not
receive the number of grants as say
MIT or Harvard," yet we do enjoy
considerable prestige "through the
talent of individual faculty
members."
Mr. John O'Toole from the Office of Research Administration
says that "research grants are
available in most fields of academic
study and that all faculty members
are eligible." O'Toole said thatßC
faculty members receive research
grants from Federal organizations
such as The National Science Foundation and the National Institute of
Mental Health which are located in
Washington, DC. O'Toole stated
that "each applicant must submit
his proposal to a revue committee
made up mostly of academic people
and a few private citizens who then
decide whether or not to award the
grant.

Private Foundations such as the
American Chemical Society and the
Carnegie Foundation have their
own revue board and deal directly
with the applicant. The state also
awards funds for research projects.

for instance the Campus School is a researchers, another group who will
i.cords, collect census data, travel expenditures, computers and
state funded project.
work for two or three years most and dc lot of survey work. Fried programming.
often graduate students and a third stated,that "once a project is finishFried stated that there are two
O'Toole stated that "a research
group of short term assistants made ed a report is sent to the grant agen- major stumbling blocks in the
grant can last from one to four years up
of undergraduate work-stud\ ts and possibly you can write a research grants program, "first
and the funds can range from Sl,OOO
book. Fried said that although not there is no financial support for the
people.
$100,000."
to
Unlike a contract in
A project which Fried recently everything gets published, "a lot of scholarly work involved inthe
which the researcher must submit a completed was entitled
"Social it goes out in short papers, publish- preparation of a proposal including
monthly progress report, a research
Class Differences in Community ed in academic journals. The foun- research and writing, secondly when
grant allows the individual to carry Behavior." Fried briefly outlined dations generally encourage you've finished your report it is not
out his study with a relatively free
the objective of this study. "The publication Fried said, "once it's ready for publication, and the grant
hand. It would be difficult to say ex- major objective
of this research is to published they will receive some doesn't cover these costs.
actly how many faculty members compare the forms and degrees of credit."
In an interview with The Heights,
are currently involved in research, community involvement
Fried stated that out of a typical Dr. Campanella was informed of
among
many are involved in more than one different social classes and assess SlOO.OOO
to
research grant ap- Fried's position and stated that the
project at a time, O'Toole said. the determinants and consequences proximately two thirds are needed university is considering restrucAlthough the majority of research of different patterns of community for personnel costs and out of that turing the entire research adgrants are awarded to faculty
involvement as seen in local in- 66 percent goes directly to the un- ministrative program. He added
members some graduate students
terpersonal affiliations, community iversity to cover researcher's that "a University Research Counhave received grants while working participation, and
community salaries, use of computers and cil has been formed to study the
for their PHD's. O'Toole said that leadership and decision making." research
space. The remaining one possibilities of providing a revolving
"research grants offer unFried stated that in collecting in- third of the original sum is divided fund to help faculty members get a
dergraduates invaluable experience formation his people would utilize between consultant costs, supplies. proposal off the ground."
in lab work and field study."
Prof. Marc Fried a member of
the Psychology department is
currently engaged in a number of
St. Patrick's Day
research projects with the Institute
xC
of Human Sciences. Fried operates
V*
Budweiser Giveaway
a flexible schedule teaching two or
three courses a year, usually one
Drawing: Thursday. March 13, 1975 at 10:30p.m.
graduate and one undergraduate
at the Rathskeller
along with giving thesis supervision
and training to undergraduate
Ist Prize ?15 Cases Michelob
students. Fried stated that "as an in5 Cases Budweiser& 5 Cases Mirhelob
2nd Prize
3rd Prize
5 Cases Budweiser
vestigator gains experience and
10 - 4th Prizes
1 Case Budweiser
knowledge in his field his program
becomes more efficient and the cost
Budweiser Beer Mug
20 - sth Prizes
40 - fithPiiz..'.< : sf" T Shirt
goes down." Fried's organization is
made up of non-faculty permanent
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Tickets available Mon Thurs. March 10-13th
McElroy Ticket Booth & Accounting Dept. 9am-4pm
Eagles Nest & Lyons Cafeteria 11am-2pm

This week featuring:
LARGE SAUSAGE SUB WITH
A SMALL COKE
$1.20
?

We are vending subs and pizza on the

upper campus

subs - pizza - soda - deli items -

Stanford uk«?

pastry

\u25a0\u25a0
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m history/humanities/languages
british literature?poetry-marxism?
creative writing-logic-portuguesegerman-chinese-japanese-spanish?
religious studies-french?italian
\u25a0

THE SPRING
FLOWER & GARDEN SHOW

COMMONWEALTH ARMORY MARCH 1523
Sat. 15th
Sun. 16th & 23rd
Mon.-Sat. 17th-22nd

12-10 P.M.
1-8 P.M.
10-10 P.M.

THE GREENEST
SHOW ON EARTH

Take the M.B.T.A. Green Line (what else?).

social sciences/education

political science-cultural pluralism?
counseling-public policy-economics-

a sciences/mathematics/technology
aeronautics & astronautics-physicsgeology-biology?computer science?
industrial engineering-statisticselectrical engineering-chemistry
\u25a0

practica

art history-self defense-directingcomputer-generated music-studio art-

anthropology-psychology-education

baroque music-modern dance-acting

special programs and institutes
program in environmental earth sciences and city and regional planningmarine geology-the samuel beckett
workshop?hopkins marine station

\u25a0

\u25a0

write or call for summer visitor

information

and

you can live on the campus and enjoy
the cultural and recreational benefits
of the san francisco bay area

Stanford summer visitor program
Stanford, California 94305
(415)497-2872
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UAPC

Psych& SOM Disappointed; Theology & Biology Pleased
(Continued from page 3)

stressed that he was "not taking
issue with the good will or sense of
their position." Nor did he believe
that the program was in any immediate danger of being dropped.
He has "asked at least one of the
members of the UAPC to review
that statement. I personally believe
it should be eliminated." Dr.
Berkowitz said that he interpreted
the statement to be a recommendation that the department make an
internal review of the program "to
insure its continued quality," which
both Berkowitz and the report
agreed was very high. Fr. Donovan

[ <Jj|

Constraints exist on the SOE
curriculum because "a professional
sequence is dictated by outside
agencies." In addition, the
recommended increase in the integration of graduate and undergraduate education would require discussion with the faculty
because of the greater number of
courses which this would entail.
Reactions of the Biology and
Theology chairpersons were extremely favorable. Fr. Daly of
Theology told the Heights that the
report "is very close to what we expected. It repeats diagnoses and
recommendations made by the

Pandora's Box.

|li\*

Don Emi lio tequila
ar| d pineapple juice.

L 3§§s
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said that the question the department must ask itself is: "Is it going
to be possible to meet all your
obligations?"
Dean Griffin of Education said
that "a number of recommendations were almost identical to the
kinds of things we had planned
already." This was particularly true
of reorganization of administrative
structure and revamping of courses.
She pointed out, "We do have a
liberal arts curriculum and a plan
for a bilingual component at the undergraduate level." Some
recommendations will not be so
easily fulfilled she suggested.

Luminificent!
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We've also got North Africa and the Near East.
Camping trips at camping prices, 3to 9 weeks.
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You'll have so much fun on our camping trips that you may
not want to sleep. But in case you do, bring a sleeping bag.
We provide the rest.
You travel in a bus equipped with camping gear, a stereo
tape deck and guide who knows where the sights are.
You're as likely to camp on the grounds of a chateau as on
the seaside among olive trees. The campsites have hot and
cold running everything, shops, restaurants and even discos.
You wont have trouble finding a dancing partner either.
There'll be 18 to 35 people in your group. And they're all
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Here is one of our most popular: Europa, 3 weeks, $321
plus airfare. Belgium, Holland, Germany, Switzerland, Austria, Italy and France. Departure dates: April 22; May 16;
June 10; July 4, 29; August 22; September 16.
So if you want to see the world at camping prices, put the
coupon in an envelope and relax. It's in the bag.
These prices are subject to a number of conditions (as well
as government approval). For all the details you must read
our "Continental Coach Tours" brochure. Fill out the coupon
and we'll send it to you. Or call your Travel Agent or British
Airways.
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department, especially on the focus
and the coherence of the core."
Dal\ stated that steps are already
being taken to give the core "the
coherence or structure lost" when
theology requirements were reduced
throughout the 19605. He cited the
core, course "Perspectives on
Western Civilization" as an attempt
to offer a more structured
curriculum, in conjunction with the
Philosophy Department. Response
to this has already resulted in a
doubling of sections to be offered
next year. Fr. Daly also noted that
this is a particularly good time for
the restructuring of Theology
offerings, because "over the next
four or five years, we expected to be

majors.

Marines Recruit at Lyons
Amid UGBC & PAB Protest
Robert McGrath
Marine Corps Recruiters came to
Lyons Hall last Wednesday and
Thursday amid protests by
members of the UGBC and the
Placement Advisory Board (PAB).
Dan Malloy, a sophomore in
A&S and a member of PAB, stated
that the reason for the protest was
that Military Recruiters were
receiving "preferential treatment
after the Placement Advisory Board
recommended that they no longer
receive it in a unanimous vote. We
feel we were used." Malloy was a
member of a group that set up an
"Anti-Recruiting" booth opposite
the Marines in Lyons.
Duane Deskins, UGBC President, stated that while no formal
protest had been made by the student government he did not agree
with the placement of the Marines
outside the Lyons Cafeteriabecause
it "was contrary to the open door
policy" of the University. He went
on to say that "we will be having
more constructive comments coming from the Administration concerning these areas because it's been
too flagrant a violation."
Dr. James P. Mclntyre, Vice
President for Student Affairs, was
asked by the Heights why the
recommendations of the Placement
Advisory Board were not followed,
Mclntyre answered that principally
"the decision making process hadn't
been followed on the one hand, and
on the second hand I discovered
after the fact, discovered rather
recently, that a committment had
been made to the Marines last sprBy

ing to visit Boston College and this
implied if it wasn't explicated that
they would be where they had been
in the past. i.e. Lyons Cafeteria."
Mclntyre went on to say that he
would be meetingwith the PAB the
next time that they meet. He also
stated "that it would make some
sense if we discussed this with the
military", and he would invite them
into the next meeting to present
their views. !
The Heights talked to Marine
Capt. P.H. Rey, a recruiter, and
asked him if he felt the charges that
the Marines were getting preferential treatment were true. Rey replied
"it may be true or untrue depending
on your point of view. .other institutions in the business and
governmental realm who are looking for summer type employment
for undergraduates set up here. .in
that case I don't view it as preferential, I view it the same as other
organizations who want to attract
underclassmen and are afforded the
same opportunity as we are."
One student, Norman Stein A&S
'76 and one of the Directors of
MASS PIRG at BC, said that he
signed the petition against the
Marine Recruiting in Lyons "as a
protest against the non-concern of
the administration with the views
expressed by the undergraduate
government at Boston College. I
feel it was inconsiderate and just
shows an attitude that lip service is
constantly beingpaid to the students
and what they want but that when it
comes down to action the administration does not perform."

..

BC Profiting on Copiers
Price to Be Reduced by 5¢
Linda Perreault
Due to an investigationconducted
by former UGBC presidential candidate Ron lacobucci, the price per
copy of the Royfax copying
machines, located in the libraries
will soon be reduced from 10 cents
to 5 cents.
The investigation was initiated by
lacobucci during the last UGBC
presidential campaign. When
questioned as to why he started the
inquiry, lacobucci explained that he
wanted to know why students at
most of the other Universities in the
Boston area were paying only half
of what Boston College students
were paying. lacobucci discovered
that Boston College was making
between $13,000 and $20,000 a
year, in profit on the machines. "It
costs the school only 2 cents to
By

We'll take good care of you to Britain. Europe/The World.

British airways

bringing in 10 or 12 new faculty
members." These slots are left open
because of retirements and
promotions. Theology recruiting
will be directed in part to the new
core offerings.
Chairperson Plocke felt that "the
report focused in on our needs, especially understaffing and course
size." Implementation of these
recommendations will begin this
year with the addition of two more
faculty next year. This allocation of
additional resources will continue
until the faculty has increased by
four to six people, in order to meet
the heavy demands of the large
numbers of pre-medical biology

REMEMBER THE
NEEDIEST!

make a single copy, which leaves a
profit of 8 cents each time the
machines are used. Why should the
students have to pay for an eight
cent profit, when there shouldn't be
a profit at all?" lacobucci stated.
When The Heights questioned controller Richard Leonard on the
matter, he stated "The surplus goes
directly into the general BC funds."
Presently there is a contract being
negotiated by BC with another
copying firm, which would provice
copies at the 5 cent rate, but on
paper of a better grade.
Negotiations are looking "very
good", says Mr. Edward C.
Driscoll, Director of Administrative
services. The problem, however, is
that the installation of the 5 cent
machines may take up to six weeks,
because of the availability of the
machines to be used. In the meantime, however, students may use
copying machines for 5 cents a
copy, which are available in the
Boston College Press, located in the
basement of Gasson Hall.

Freshman Ideology
(Continued from page 3}

they notice the lack of an opportunity market, so they realize that they
have to put first things first."
Astin's survey shows that
"research science," an idealistic
type endeavor in the sense that is
more rewarding personally than
financially, was selected as a career
goal by 3.5 percent of the earlier
freshmen. Today only 2.1 percent
chose this field. Fimian remarked,
"I wonder if this is a significant
change." He further states, "The
issue involves job opportunity not
motivation." President of the

Mendel Club Charles Pattavina
doesn't believe "that you can
describe a trend from research to
medicine as one from pure to
applied science. Medicine is not
simply on application of biological
research. The question is more pertinent to national policy. Federal
funding for research has seen large
cuts and you would expect cuts to be
in non-applied fields. A decrease in
Ph.D. opportunities drives researchoriented undergrads to M.D.
programs where their chances look
eood."

EPA Regulations
(Continued from page 11
To increase parking space

without building another lot on
sophomoreresident parking will be banned next year. This
will leave 1717 spaces on lower
campus for commuter students
and employees. About 760 spaces
in this area will be reserved for
junior and senior resident
students.
Compared with this year's
situation, Daly feels next year's
arrangement leaves a "comfortable number of parking spots."
This year there are a total of 2474
spaces on lower campus. This is
divided to give about 480 to resident students and 2000 to
employees and other students.
However, BC still needs 300-400
more spaces on certain days of the
week.
To make up for this shortage
next year, the transfer of the law
school to Newton College and the
building of the Reservoir dorms
will decrease the commuter population by 1500.
Sincecrime on campus has gone
down in everything except car
theft, securtiy renovations will include the installationof a closecircuit monitoring and locking up
procedures.
For security reasons, the resident parking area will be centrally
located in lower campus and under
"locked parking." A resident student will have to purchase an ID
card and permit which would open
and close the gate. While entering,
the driver's picture will be taken
and the time recorded. Only one
permit per parking space will be
issued so as to provide maximum
security.
During the high crime times
between 7pm and 3am, there will
be a four man patrol shift, with
one man each at South Street.
Cleveland Circle', the Mods, and
the Hillsides. Daly finds this
number of patrols adequate,
stating, "To increase manpower is
not good use of the dollar value."
When asked whether these guards
will be armed, he replied, "We will
never have weapons on this college
campus as long as I'm director."
If approved, the rest of lower
campus will undergo renovation
immediately following comencement. Telephone wires will be put
underground, sidewalks will extend from the stadium to St.
Thomas More Rd., and drainage
will be installed. Comfort stations
will also be erected. Daly stated
the project is "ninety per cent
feasible for readiness by
September 1."
Daly said that in addition to
these changes, parking ticket fees
will be reduced to the amounts of
two and a half, five, and ten
campus,

dollars. However, two alternative
ways of paying the ticket will be
available. The violator would
either pay on the spot by going to
the Treasury Office, or else ask for
a hearing to be held within fouteen
days of the issuance of the fine. In
both cases, payment will be due
within twenty-one days. If either
of these alternatives fail to be met,
the fine will be put on the
violator's college bill.
The proposals will be submitted
to the administration for approval
this week. Daly feels confident
that they will go through, stating,
"The executive administration is
expecting this. Dynamic action is
needed."

library."
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As to uh.it motivates students
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Flanagan sa\
my wonderful
hopes were ev, ; ..v! in the sixties.
Kennedy s(vwv.d faith in mankind
as a vision
all people. He gave
the American people the idea that
they have a meaning in their lives.
So students were idealistic. But today students see Watergate and
Nixon so they're losing their
idealism."
"In today's conservatismstudents
want to keep the hopes and ideas of
the past because of their fragility,
there is a wisdom in today's conservatism. young, people need
something they can grasp,
something that says they can change
the world but they don't have this
today, so they have to be
pragmatic." Flannagan further
commented.
Rev. William Sloane Coffin. Jr..
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the once controversial Ivy League
chaplain disclosed in an interview
with the Boston Globe that he is
leaving Vale University so that he
can work to combat world hunger.
At fifty. Coffin is disenchanted with
Vale, with universities in general, to
an extent with college students. He
says"The problems confronting us
are painful and stubborn. Hunger
has so many economic and social
allies: poverty, unemployment, the
flood of overpopulation and the
deformaties in world trade and not
to mention the CIA."
And he continued further in his
statement, "so overwhelming are
the problems that some Americans
are adopting a stageof-siege mentality. They see the world poor
engulfing them in ever increasing
numbers. Instead of reaching out to
them, they retreat inward, anxiously
seeking to protect what is theirs."
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Joshua Center
is seeking two
new directors.

Joshua Center Is a hotline, drop-in,
information center on
theßCcampus.
All undergraduate and graduate
students are eligible to apply.
Applications are available in the
PULSE Office, 117 McElroy, and the
deadline
is
March
21.
*

on
women
third world
Saturday, March 15,
I:3opm, McGuinn
8
Auditorium.
Perspectives

Philosophy Professor J.D. Jones
says"the university is becoming a
job training institute to meet the
demands of society. The applied
scienced are a must to meet the
demands of society where research
is merely a luxury." The students
change as they preceive the university to change. He also remarked.
"As far as protest goes I don't think
that the sincerity was there to
motivate these radical movements
to their long term duration. The
demonstration was a fad."
Philosophy department chairman, Joseph Flanagan, SJ. disagreed with Jones' conception of the
university. Father Flanagan says.
"Career preparation is not what universities are all about. Universities
are to free the mind of narrowness
and to liberate the mind. Students
are becoming pragmatic but they
still have Shakespeare in the

TMI HEIGHTS

Please contact: Neil Budnick,
Man/MacVean, or Rich Regan.
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Mechanical

?

Restorations

J

Is your car ailing? Do
you need a tune-up, an
engine rebuilt? No job
too big or small. Call
Thorn,
Walter
Mechanic, at 254-5186.
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COLORADO SUMMER JOBS!
Work and play in the rockies this
summer - ranches, lodges, parks, etc.
send $3 for information and list of
contacts. Ranee Hand Coop, 490 N.
19th St. Canon City, Colorado,
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I lost a 1971 Boston Latin School Class Ring in
the RecPlex (probably locker room) on Tues.
3/4. If you have fount this "priceless gem"
{valued at $27.95 when purchesed in 1971),
c'mon to the Heights office (McElroy 113) and
ask for crazy Mike. You'll be rewarded with your
choice of beer or pepsi's.
PS, The ring has a purple stone with Romulus
and Remus fastened to the top.

Ufe

Don't Leave Your Friends In The Dark
The priesthood is for those who want more than a
job. You may not make much money, but you will
make many friends, as you share the light of Christ
with people.
For more information on the priesthood
or if
you would like to participate in the Awareness Days
for college students at St. John's Seminary in
Boston on Thursday and Friday, April 10th and
11th, contact the Vocation Information Center, St.
John's Seminary, Brighton, Mass., 02135, or call
254-2610.
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CLIP COUPON NOW

'I

UNIQUE TWO FOR ONE COUPON
I Treat yourself and a friend to a fabulous
' precision haircut You pay for yours -.
I Your friend pays nothing Both must be I
done at the same time Offer good until i
Saturday March 22
|
Cut the price... While you cut your hair!!! I

-

-

Open Daily 9am

-

'

- 11pm

SALE

JUST ARRIVED
- new shipment of-

"Very hard to get'
Sat. 9-6

With or Without Appointment

The Shear Croppers Room

y

{*°f*J

(never Released)

lp's

\]ii( A '''you'" 9 et a boot
Beauty Pavilion
7972 Beacon St.
Cleveland Circle, Brookline

Call

566-9527
Now

V

out of these"

$81%
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Boston College, Chestnut Hill. .Massachusetts

by Charley Manning
Well, the first Eastern Collegiate
Athletic Assoication New Regional
Tournament is over and it was a
huge success at least from the
Boston College point of view. The
Eagles were by far the outstanding
team of the four which were selected
by the committee. They dominated
with tenacious clutching defenseand
controlled intelligent offense. Any
resemblance between this team and
the one that played the first twentytwo games of the season wearing
marroon and gold uniforms is purely coincidental. The Boston College
Basketball team is now a great one:
all the questions have been ansered,
all the problems have been solved.

68-58
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Wilfred Ivbrrison battles two UGom players for a rebound
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Eagles Earn EC

Jeff Bailey's hot outsicfe shooting
UOom game
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Defense Throttles Crusaders

69-55

"Defense, suberb defense won
this tournament for us," said a
beaming but exhausted Bob
Zuffelato. "Both Holy Cross and
Connecticut averaged over eighty
points per game during the regugar
season and we held those teams to
fifty-five and fifty-six points.
Everyone played well. Offensively
we shot pretty well and kept the
pressure on These were two great
wins."

.

The Connecticut game was a
strange one in which the Eagles
always had control but could not Bobby C&m'ngton's
quite put the Huskies away until the
bery end. Bobby Carrington scored
eight of the first twelve points for
BC. but both teams started slowly
on offense, and were inconsistent.
At halftime, it was BC 32, UConn
27.

Burns

Sue

"smooth" jump shot,

In second half, Jeff Bailey showed
why he was given a starting nod by
scoring len points, eight of which
came on long range bombs over
UConn's zone defense. During this
stretch he was the only BC player
whose offense was consistent.
With 8:49 remaining and BC
ahead 50-46, Billy Collins picked up
his fourth foul. This was a crises
situation since the loss of Paul
Berwanger had left the Eagles with
only one experiencedbig man. Zuff
confered with Drayton Miller
before sending in 6:10 Her rick
Lengers. Lengers is a five year man,
who has never reached his potential
for a number of reasons. On this
night he was more than adequatefor
BC went to a more deliberategame
to accomodate his style. With Mke Shirey calls a play v\hile running the BC
Lengers in thegame Boston College Holy Cross.
stretched their lead to ten. Mcl
Weldon made three big steals down
the stretch, two from his old
nemesis Al Weston.

Silver

offense aminst

Rich

Relaxed play by BC was the key
to this game. Then: defense dis-

organized and demoralized UConn
but the Huskies are such game
players that they were still
dangerous. Patient offense by BC
drew UConn from their tuft zone to
a more exploitable man to man.
Herrick Lenger's two foul shots
ended the scoring and BC had a fine
68-58 victory.

Silver

Rich
Herrich Lengers protects the ball from UCorn's John Thomas.

The Holy Cross game was more
of the same. In this game Mike
Shirey started along with the usual
four of Collins, Carrington,
Morrison, and Weldon. Zuff felt
that the matchups from this line up
would be more effective than with
Bailey

(Continued on page S4)

Burns

Sue

IVfel Vveloten is fouled by a Holy Cross player as he mcves toward
the hoop.
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Age-Old

The First Step
It was roughly 3 pm Eastern Standard time, Saturday afternoon,
when about two hundred thirsty, pulsating BC rooters counted off the
last few seconds of the New England championshipgame. It was a team
win in the truest sense of the word, just as the performance of the Eagles
throughout the tournament was a team performance.
When a team loses 83 inches of starting center on the eve of their
biggest part of the season, there is great cause for concern. When your
team has a Jeff Bailey, a Mike Shiery, and Herrick Lengers though,
you needn't worry.
Against UConn it was Bailey who first picked up the slack. Someone
should tell him that freshmen are not supposed to play like that. But
things got sticky when Bill Russell Collins picked up his fourth personal
foul with too much time remaining in the last half. Enter Herrick
Lengers, the little used senior from Ossining, New York. All he does is
keep the flow moving and even hits a critical free throw so that Collins
absence is hardly noticed.
So Saturday night it is time to joust with the Crusaders the disciplined Crusaders, the "never take a bad shot" Crusaders, the Crusaders
who humbled Providence just 48 hourse before. Enter Mike Shiery and
the Holy Cross zone press looks like the Watergate coverup it has so
many holes in it. Weldon gets more time to rest as Bailey enters the
scene and the Eagles dominate the Cross to win by 14.
All of these developments lead to perhaps the biggest point in this
season. Boston College has won a championship. Good teams have got
to do that. A championship is tangible, something that builds confidence, something that makes a school rally behind a team. It is undisputed now, BC is the best team in New England.
It has been a very odd season for the Eagles, the 20 win and 7 loss
Eagles. At times they have lacked direction on offense, andcohesion on
defense. The coach has been criticized for not making proper use of his
bench at times, yet the team has continued to win. Now at a timewhen
Paul Berwanger sits on the bench in street clothes out for the year with
an injury, BC comes back to win the two biggest games of the season,
and play with more composure than they have all year long.
This tournament however belonged to Bobby Carrington, and Billy
Collins, and fittingly they shared the MVP trophy
First Carrington
for it was his defense that set the tone for the entire BC effort. Tony
Hanson has averaged over eighteen points per game this year,
Carrington held him to four. In fact in both of BC's wins over UConn
this year, Hanson managed a total of twelve points!
Then it was time for the Vicens-Carrington rematch, and "Smooth"
proved that the game in Worcester was no fluke.
For Collins, the burden of being BC's only starting "big man" weighed heavily. Billy responded with control of both backboards, and an increased offensive production.
The part that is scary though is that BC has still not played an error
free game, yet, they are getting closer and closer to it. It was only during one stretch that the Holy Cross press (which is one of the best in
college basketball) gave the Eagles any real difficulty, and Zuffelato
wisely called time-out before the Crusaders could cut the lead below
ten. Then it was back to the controlled break that has replaced the
helter-skelter running game of the early part of the season.
Zuffelato's confidence in Mike Shiery seems to have increased so
that he wasnot afraid to go with the sophomore when the going got a little sticky. There is no doubt that captain Mcl Weldon plays far better
basketball when he does not have to run the offense for the entire 40
minutes.
And there was a different feeling surrounding this team as they
accepted the championship trophy, a feeling that a certain degree of
team unity and spirit was growing as it had never grown before. It is
reflected in the way that they play and couldn't have come at a better
timeof the year. Who knows how far they can go, maybe as far as they
want to. Whatever happens, Boston College is the ECAC New England
champion. It has a nice ring to it.
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He's the Heart f the

labored in obscurity; for the game? He gave Marvin Ban
by Charley Manning
An errant shot bounces off the Carringtons, the Weldons, and the of the outstanding players
rim high into the air; and Billy Morrisons have received almost all country, all he could hanc
Collins is there to snare it, hit an of the acclaim, all the ink and more. And over the summer
open teammate, so that the BC fast sometimes even all the credit. But has improved his skills an
break begins! The Eagles work the those days are over, for the selection more complete player now.'
ball, a shot is hurried and off the
mark; Billy Collins is there to slide
into position and tap the ball up and
in! An open man flashes into the
lane, the pass is perfect, it looks like
a sure basket; but Billy Collins is
there to lunge, deflect the ball and
prevent one of those back breaking
"easy hoops!" Billy Collins is
always there. Whenever and
wherever his teammates have needed him during this up and down
season, Billy Collins has always
been there doing consistent,
valuable things. And yet he has

of Billy Collins as Co-M.V.P.
(along with Carrington) of the
ECAC New England Regional has
solidified his position as the mainman of this talented team.
Before the season assistant coach
Drayton Miller was talking about
his players and when the name
Collins came up, he smiled. "Billy
in his first season played as maturely as any young big man I have
coached," he said. "Collins consistently played an aggressive brand
of ball without getting in foul trouble. Remember the Providence

Sue

Sue

Sue

Billy Collins:

Hums

Burns

The season started witt
playing forward and sop!
Paul Berwanger at center
would always draw the mc
ficult defensive assignmei
would be expected to do y
work on the boards. The reas
the Coppers, the Thomasi
Halseys and Hacketts never
hurt the Eagles was that
Collins was there to neu
them. This was accomplist
tough, gritty play, because of
assets being the hardest worl
always been his greatest.

BC Basketball Team

"Billy gives the same 100% effort,
in practice as he does in games,"
says his coach Bob Zuffelato. "He is
a tireless worker who has improved
himself immeasurably. And now all
that hard work is paying off for Billy is finally beginning to get the
recognition that he deserves. He was
my choice to go on TV after today's
game (the win against Holy Cross)
but they ran out of time so that
there couldn't be any interviews.
Isn't that just typical?"
Since that break injury to
Berwanger, Collins has had to
reassume his old center position.
This means more defensive responsibility, more rebounding responsibility and strangely more offensive
participating. Going into the tournament nobody was really sure just

how things would work out. Well,
here are his stats over the two
games: 35 points, 26 rebounds. He
also completely dominated
UConn's John Thomas and Holy
Cross's Marty Halsery and was
such an intimidating force in the
middle that long range shooting was
the most effective offense that either
team could muster. To quote Mike
Meehan, "he was immense!"

..

After Saturday's game, Holy
Cross coach George Blaney talked
about .the team which had just
destroyed his own, "they're all good
players, we did everything we could
but
Anyway, they're just a
different club with Collins playing
center, he has so much quickness. In
fact Collins plays better when he's

at center, I guess he's just the type

of athlete who relishes pressure and
responsibility. There's no way we
can match up well with BC when
Collins is playing center, we just
don't have anyone who can handle
him." Such outlandish praise from
an opposing coach is a significant
indicator of Collins' ability.
Perhaps Collins' greatest asset is
the heart with which he plays the
game. When things get toughest Billy Collins is there! He has nowassumed a vital and important role.
Next Saturday he must contend
with a seven footer and a talented
six nine player if BC is to beat Furman. But when the challenge is
greatest, Billy Collins will be there.
He always is!

How Good Is Furman?
by David

There is no question as to who is number one anymore

Some people nip over BC Basketball

March 10, 1V75

There was a tic in the voting fa PvT.V.P., and both Billy Collins and Bobby Carrington
agreed with the corrrritee

Minor

Now that the ECAC's are just a
happy memory, it is time to look
ahead to the first round of the
NCAA's and the Eagles' next hurdle, the Furman Paladins.
Led by Joe Williams, one of the
successful members of the "new
breed" in college coaching (others
being Digger Phelps. Bobby
Knight, etc.), the Paladins have for
the second straight year rambled
unhindered through the Southern
Conference with a 21-6 record and
are truly a formidible test for the
Eagles.
Williams, who achieved national
recognition with those great teams
at Jacksonville, including such
players as Artis Billmore and Rex
Morgan, is seemingly on the same
track at Furman. With four starters
returning from last year's team
which also made the Regionals.
Furman now has a touch of valuable
NCAA experiencewhich may prove
invaluable in a tight contest.
Williams is very confident (to say
the least) about his front line, which
includes TV Fessor "Moose"
Leonard, who. besides his obvious
advantage, possesses a fine touch
from 15 feet,and All-American candidate Clyde Mayes who at 69" is
very strong on both board*, and gets
a lot of tough points in .idc. Last

Question

There is an answer to that age-old question. This past week, it roamed
Chestnut Hill and was the topic of many an Eagle's Nest discussion.
"Shouldn't BC go to the NIT, where they have a chance of winning." To
the skeptic and the assured "I told you so's," you can't presuppose a loss.
There is just as much chance of bowing out in the first round as there is in
the NCAA's. Nobody intends to lose in the NCAA's. And there is no
question which is the more prestigious. But we really are at the point of
no return. There is no NIT after Saturday.
This year, there is no talk of The City, as immense as it might appear.
No cliches, no daily bus rides through Connecticut. Goodbye to 10,000
Blarney Stone's and one too many taxis. A thanx and a hat tip goes to
that fine tourney which gave us our start in show biz, but bigger and
better things lie ahead. Just remember us to Herald Square.
We now belong to the South. 700 miles down 1-95 bear right in
Virginia towards Atlanta. Ten cartons of cigarettes. Twenty Stuckey's
and a pound of towels later, you're in Somewhere North Carolina. And
before you can say "Berwanger" backwards, it appears, Charlotte, "a
wonder of the world!" What is it? Who can really say?
If Charlotte was ever on "Wild Kingdom", I must have missed it. If it
is at all like any other part of North Carolina, it's like no other place
you've everbeen. If you support their tobacco industry, they're a friendly
group. Since Charlotte is but a one n;ght stand, let it remain a mystery.
And Furman. Who, what and where is Furman? What does it imply? It
has becomethe household word ofChestnut Hill, so what is the reasoning
behind it?
Furman, so it is thought, nestles in the unexplored regions of South
Carolina. They must play basketball, and they must play it well. They
just won the Southern Conference with a victory over William& Mary, a
friendly foe who we've dealt with in the past. Common sense tells you it's
a technical school for trappers. For now, let Furman alsoremain one of
the little mysteries of life. Make the trip. Being South, it's all downhill
anyway. Right before your eyes, the unknown of Charlotte, Furman and
what is in store for Boston College will be revealed.
This NCAA tournament appears a plain and direct as nuclear physics.
It took me eight hours and a Rosetta Stone to figure out who is in it, why
they're in it, who they play, when, and the most puzzling of all, where?
Starting from the beginning, UMass didn't make the ECAC tourney
to decide who gets a chance at San Diego, in which case, St. Peter's, St.
Bonaventure, Fairfield and Niagra, whose records all leave a bit to be
desired, all were given a bid.
Rutgers is the proud victor of the NY-Metropolitan tournament with
an overtime win over St. John's. Being from an eastern seacoast state,
Rutgers, of course, goes to the Midwest division in Tulsa to play
Louisville, as if that made it any clearer.
To further simplify, New Mexico State, reportedly in the Southwest,
naturally travels to Charlotte to participate in the Eastern Division.
Equally well planned was the positioning of a Big 8 team in Philadelphia,
a Pacific 8 team in Lexington and Maryland in Tulsa for the Midwest
tournament. Therefore one cannot get too upset with the distant positioning of BC. One toss of the coin and they might have played Jacksonville
in Fairbanks. But all of this is a long week away or should I say a distant
Saturday.
More recently, Eagles are playing their best of the season. The midseason soul searching has ended. Depsite losses to UMass and Fairfield,
the Eagles proved without a doubt that they're the pride of New England.
Even Dave Gavin would say so. The complaints have ended. All regular
season miseries were resolved with two convincing wins over three welltraveled days. Despite the loss of Berwanger, the Eagles kept their composure,directed by some of the best clutch coaching the opponents have
ever seen.
If the Eagles cop in Charlotte, they come back home to the
Providence Civic Center and hopefully a tango with David Thompson
and North Carolina State. I bet Dave Gavitt will just love that, too!

Listen To The Furman Game
on WCOP 1150 AM

With Len Deluca

Moose Leonard

Clyde Mayes

year as a junior Mayes was the
Southern Conference player of the
year averaging 17.3 points and 13
rebounds a game. Rounding out the
front line is steady 66" Craig
Lynch, a Mark Ruternik type, who
lends a lot of consistency and hustle
to the Furman lineup.
Summing up, it doesn't look like
an Eagle pushover by any stretch of
the imagination. There will be a
definite home-court advantage for
Furman, the game being played in

Charlotte, North Carolina.With the

loss of Paul Berwanger, the Eagles
will be at a noticeable height disadvantage and if Billy Collins gets in
any kind of foul trouble, which is
very possible if he is responsible for
making up 4 inches, the odds maybe insurmountable. Joe Williams
and his team are well-testedin tournament play, and it will take a wellbalanced and composed effort for
BC to move onto the Regionals at
Providence.
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Defense Wins for Eagles
?illumed trout page S-l i
Both teams looked tight at the
very beginning. BC had a 10-2 lead
after the first five munites. The
Crusaders then scored six straight
points. This was to be the game
pattern for the most part. The
Eagles played consistent offense
while Holy Cross did all their scoring in spurts.

With 4:55 remaining Holy Cross
toook the lead for the first time in
the game jt.2o-18. Almost all their
points came on medium-to-long
range jump shots, most by Bill
Doran. BC's offense was still
together but their shots just weren't
dropping.
Zuff called time and the Eagles
changed their offensive strategy a
bit. Billy Collins started to get the
ball low and go right to the hoop.
He scored eight straight points

overwhelming the Cross centers
with his strength and quickness. BC
quickly recaptured the lead and held
it at half time. 31-28.

When: March 14-16 weekend
Where: Peterborough, New Hampshire, a
lodge located on a lake.
for further information and sign-up
contact the Chaplain's Office, McElroy 215

Service Liquor Mart
1700 Comm. Aye, Brighton

presents

LIQUOR

PICKER

SPECIALS

Costa Do Sol quart 1.89
ad en
Aim
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1.69
Burgundy, Chablis, Rhine

Liebfraumilch mh 1.49
Aim ad en
nait-gaiion
3.19
Burgundy, Chablis, Rhine

SUPER SPECIAL
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BURGUNDY

Kegs

Cheapie
$$$
DELIVERIES

i 232-3733
,
ft

I

1.39

566-8096
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STEREO COMPONENTS

LOWEST PRICES IN BOSTON!

Carolina, BC will play Furman of
the Southern Conference (see story

page 3). The game will be broadcast
over the Beacon Sports Network
with Len DeLuca on WCOP, 11:50
AM.
This tournament victory gamethe
Boston College basketball team and
its fans bragging rights for at least
the next year. It can no longer be
questioned; the Eagles are the best
college basketball team in New

Box Scores
8C69

A Time for Prayer & Reflection
Sponsored by the Chaplain's
Office

AUSTRIAN
\ WHITE

r.

Great defense and fair offense
was all that was needed in the second half. Before long victory seemed assured only the margin was in
question. An eight minute stretch in
which they only scored one point
and uncharacteristically accurate
BC foul shooting was the death England!
blow for the Crusader. In fact fifteen out of the last seventeen Eagle
points came from the charity stripe
as the Cross players futily fouled to
try and get the ball back from the
patient BC offense. The final score
Weldon
was 69-55.
Shirey
The first place finish was the seCarrington
cond tournament of the year for the
Morrison
Eagles(the Beanpot being the
Collins
other). Billy Collins and Bobby
Sheppard
Carrington were Co-MVP's. Next
Total
Saturday at Charlotte, North

A MARCH RETREAT

I

MAD MAN MARSHALL

FG
5
0
6
3
5

FT
2
0
5
0

l

i

22

25

McAuley

1
5

Vicens
Potter

1
4

Hlasey

5
1

4
2
0
10
0
2
19
0
10
0
2
2
16
0
2
5
55

Holland
Doran
Gooch
Total

1]

7

1
25

BC6B
Weldon
Bailey
Carrington
Morrison
Collins
Lnegers
Total

PIONEER
DUAL
KENWOOD
ETC
TEXAS INSTRUMENT calculators.
..SR-50 $100.00
CALL the mad MAN AFTER 6 P.M.
617-734-9291

Get High This Summer
Why Not Fly for

TWA

-

Trans World Airlines is seeking
Stewards and Stewardesses for
summer employment.
Employment can be arranged according to your school schedule.
The Basic Requirements are:
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7
9
5
6
0
30

2
0
2
2
8

8
15
19
10
14
2
68

1

21

0
0
0
2

4
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UCONN 58
Weston
Hanson
E.Wilson
L. Wilson
Thomas
Harris
Bass
Whelton
Total
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T
12
0
17
6
21
3
69

HCSS
Carb'llr
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10
2
0
7
1
1

0
1
25

q
1
q

8

0
14
4

2
1

2
58

Age: 20 is minimum age.
Height: 5'2" to 6'2", weight in proportion to height.
Citizenship: US or Permanent Resident Visa.
Vision: Uncorrectable 20-200, correctable 20-30.
Relocation: Be willing to move to any of our base
stations which are New York, Chicago, Kansas City,
Los Angeles, San Franciso.
(TWA will arrange your transportation to and from
your base Stations)
Howard Johnson's 57 Motor
A representative
will be at: Hotel 200 Stuart St., Boston,
r
March 17 & 18
to conduct hourly briefings to review tne job responsibilities with you and answer any questions you may
have regarding the job.
Briefings will begin at 11am til 7pm every hour on the
hour.

Men's Intramural

Hockey

Kelley Cup
Championship Game
Tuesday, March 11,4:30pm
McHugh Forum

Spartans
vs.

Frisco Speedballs
Heights Spans acknowledges and is grateful to the Blue Chips of Boston College Athletics for the financial support Blue
Chips makes available to an expanded Heights Sports.
Alumni and firends of Boston College athletics are welcome to join the Blue Chip:; Club. For further information please
call the Athletic Office, Roberts Center, 969-0100. extension 380 or 381

